Introduction – Context to LGWM RPI and Indicative Package Modelling and
Economic Analysis
This document, together with the ‘RPI and Indicative Package Economics Report’ outlines the transport
modelling and economic analysis that has been undertaken to inform the development of the Let’s Get
Wellington Moving Recommended Programme of Investment (RPI) and the subsequent Indicative Package
(IP). It should be noted that the main purpose of the modelling work has been to inform decision making and
the development of the RPI and IP as opposed to leading the decision making
The modelling and economic analysis has been purposefully high level and broad, an approach considered
appropriate for a Programme Business Case. The work has undertaken based upon a set of assumptions made
at a particular point in time, with modelled outcomes dependent upon a particular response to interventions.
If the assumptions were to change, or the behavioural response were to be different to what is assumed for
the purpose of modelling, then future outcomes could be different
Therefore forecast modelled outcomes should be interpreted as a range (around a central figure) within
which the future outcome might be found. The economic analysis has presented the benefits as a range,
acknowledging uncertainty regarding assumptions and response. In subsequent stages of the project, more
detailed work will be undertaken to develop greater certainty regarding assumptions and likely responses,
allowing the range within which future outcomes are likely to sit to be refined
It should be noted, however, that regardless of the level of detail, there will always be a level of inherent
uncertainty regarding assumptions and outcomes. It is therefore important that the package of interventions
is flexible to adapt to future changes
The major opportunities for improvement and refinement of the modelling and economic approach at the
next stage relate to the following:
•
•
•

more detailed design and investigations relating to all programme elements to improve assumptions that
feed into modelling and economics
further detailed modelling and planning of programme timing and sequencing to optimise the benefits
and mitigate construction impacts
further details costs to understand whether there are areas where costs could be saved whilst preserving
benefits
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•
•
•

benchmarking against other jurisdictions to be more certain about where the benefits and costs might sit
within the currently reported range
more detailed investigation for the programme elements that are relatively unknown in New Zealand,
such as mass transit and pricing
further sensitivity testing of assumptions relating to population growth and wider economic benefits

This report is structured as follows:
•
•

RPI Modelling Report (including executive summary)
Addendum - Indicative Package Modelling
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RPI Modelling Report
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Executive Summary
This report summarises the modelling work that has been undertaken to inform the Recommended
Programme of Investment (RPI). The modelling approach outlined in this report is tailored towards a
programme business case (PBC) and is high level, the purpose being to inform the range within which
outcomes might sit and support decisions.
During subsequent stages of the project, more detailed design work will be undertaken, informing more
detailed modelling, analysis and assessment. Analysis presented in this report mainly relates to the regional
strategic transport models – Wellington Transport Strategy Model (WTSM) and Wellington Public Transport
Model (WPTM) - with limited information provided from the Wellington AIMSUN model.
Assumptions and uncertainty
Two land use scenarios have been developed to assess the RPI:
•

•

A medium growth scenario, largely based upon Statistics NZ medium growth, which forecasts growth in
regional population of 70,000 between 2013 and 2036 with around 40,000 of this growth in Wellington
City
A higher-growth, redistributed scenario that assumes higher growth across the region (115,000 additional
inhabitants in 2036 compared with 2013) with greater intensification of growth in Wellington City, in part
stimulated by infrastructure investment

Two future outcomes – trend future and balanced future - have also been developed in relation to
behavioural assumptions and response to new modes:

Behavioural
assumptions

Response to
new modes

Trend future
Continuation of recent trend growth with reference
to commuter trips to Wellington CBD in AM peak - all
future growth in peak hour trips to Wellington CBD
assigned to active modes or PT
Higher level of modal shift, using adjusted modal
parameters to capture the likely response to a step
change in public transport

Balanced future
A more balanced future with small increases in peak
period car demand but more significant increases in PT
and active mode trips to the CBD

Standard level of model shift, using modal parameters as
developed for previous work and based upon best
practice

In combination, the two land use scenarios and two future outcomes have been used to create four scenarios
which are used to assess the RPI:
•
•
•
•

Medium land use growth, trend future – main scenario used for assessment
Medium land use growth, balanced future
High growth-redistributed land use, trend future
High growth-redistributed land use, balanced future

Assumptions have also been made regarding the following significant input parameters:
•
•
•

Economic growth
PT fares
Parking costs
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•

Vehicle operating costs and fleet composition

When forecasting there is significant uncertainty in relation to the extent to which assumptions / responses,
such as those outlined above might eventuate. This uncertainty is dealt with in the assessment by using the
different scenarios above to understand the extent to which different assumptions / behavioural responses
might change modelled outcomes.
Additional more detailed work to further understand the impact that different assumptions / behavioural
responses might have on modelled outcomes will be undertaken during the next more detailed stage of
investigations

Summary of RPI components
The RPI components are summarised below:
•

•
•
•
•

a high quality, mass transit spine from Wellington Station to Wellington Airport with an assumed 30kph
operational speed delivering 20 minute journey times, assumed for the purpose of this assessment to be
LRT
a high quality, high frequency, all-day feeder network of bus services
significant capacity and frequency improvements on the rail network (RS1 package of improvements)
improved waiting and interchange facilities
in summary, the programme will deliver a step change across all aspects of public transport

The highway network improvements are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

duplicated Mt Victoria Tunnel and widened Ruahine Street / Cobham Drive, with additional capacity
allocated as high occupancy vehicle lanes
the removal of two lanes from the Quays and reallocation to LRT
additional 4th lane southbound on SH1 between Ngauranga and Aotea Quay
Hutt Road & Thorndon quay HoV lanes in both direction
re-alignment and trenching of eastbound SH1 from Vivian Street to Karo Drive alignment (grade
separated)
Vivian Street two way, with on / off ramps connecting with the Terrace Tunnel
Basin Reserve grade separation – east/west grade separation

For the purpose of assessing the impact of demand management measures, a simple inner cordon charge1 has
been assumed:
•
•
•

$5 inbound in the AM peak
$2.50 in the Inter-peak
$5 outbound in the PM peak

The dollar values ($5 / $2.50) are at this stage nominal; additional work during any subsequent stage of
investigations will develop a better understanding of people’s willingness to pay and likely behavioural
response, and will also consider the effectiveness of alternative charging mechanism.

1

Cordon definition is inside SH1
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Do Minimum
A 2036 Do Minimum scenario was developed, based upon the medium trend future scenario, to understand
what a future baseline might look like without any significant infrastructure investment.
Compared to the 2013 Base, the 2036 Do Minimum shows the following:
•
•
•

•

Forecast 12% increase in car trips for the Do Minimum trend future (15% for Do Minimum balanced
future), with a corresponding 40% increase in annual PT trips for trend (30% for balanced)
Little change in forecast car trips to CBD under trend future (10% increase for balanced), corresponding
50% increase in PT trips to CBD (35% for balanced)
Approximate 8% increase in annual regional VKT for trend future (18% increase for balanced); in per
capita terms, the trend scenario shows a decrease in VKT per capita (population growth estimated at 12%
across region) whilst the balanced scenario shows a slight increase in VKT per capita
PT pax km are forecast to increase by 40% for the trend scenario but only 20% for the balanced scenario

RPI – Medium trend growth
A 2036 RPI scenario was developed, based upon the medium trend future scenario. Comparing 2013 vs 2036,
the RPI delivers the following:
•

•
•
•
•

•

•

A 20% reduction in car trips crossing the CBD cordon in the AM peak, a result in the inner cordon charge,
and a corresponding decrease in VKT within the CBD and a smaller but significant decreases in CBD across
Wellington City and the region as a whole
a 50% to 60% increase in PT trips to the CBD at peak times, with the increase nearer 100% from the
southern and eastern suburbs, driven by mass transit
an increase in PT capacity to the CBD of between 60% and 80%, resulting in a system that can
accommodate increased patronage with headroom for additional growth
PT mode share to the central city in the AM peak is forecast to increase from 32% to 43%, with vehicle
mode share decreasing from 50% to 35%
The number of cycle trips to the CBD at peak times could increase by 300%, whilst pedestrian cordon
crossings could also increase by 150%, the result of an integrated cycle network, improved pedestrian
amenity and connectivity and residential intensification in Wellington’s inner suburbs
Mass transit (assumed to be LRT for the purpose of modelling) could generate a peak load of 5,200 over
the AM peak two-hour period; demand would be split broadly 50:50 between the Newtown corridor and
the eastern suburbs (including the Airport), with around 50% of passengers transferring to LRT from
feeder bus services
In broad terms, the RPI improves highway levels of service and reduces delays, particularly in Wellington
City, with demand management (pricing) the main driver of this improvement

Sensitivity testing
A number of alternative scenarios were assessed at a high level:
•
•
•

Medium growth land use, balanced future
Higher growth, redistributed land use scenario; trend future
Higher growth, redistributed land use scenario; balanced future

In summary, the alternative future scenarios could change the RPI outcomes (compared to the medium
growth land use, trend future) as follows:
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•
•
•

•
•
•

Forecast regional PT trips could vary by +/- 10%
Highway cordon crossing volumes in the AM peak could be 10% to 15% greater than forecast in the RPI,
but still lower than the 2013 base
Only a 15% reduction in VKT within Wellington CBD (compared to 20% to 25% in medium, trend future), a
small increase in VKT within Wellington City (decrease for medium, trend RPI) and up to a 10% increase in
regional VKT (compared to a small increase in medium, trend future RPI)
Depending on the alternative future scenario, forecast LRT patronage could vary by +/- 20%
Improvements in highway travel times and reliability, whilst not as significant as for the medium, trend
RPI, would still deliver benefits compared to current travel times and reliability
Depending on the future scenario, PT trips to the CBD in the AM peak are forecast to increase by between
70% (medium, balanced) and 100% (high, trend)

RPI without pricing
An assessment of the RPI minus pricing was undertaken. In summary, an RPI without pricing would differ from
the full RPI as follows:
•
•

PT cordon crossings could be 10% to 15% lower and two-way car cordon crossing volumes 20% higher
without pricing
VKT within the Wellington CBD would only be around 5% lower for the RPI compared to the base

Overall, pricing is a significant component of the RPI when it comes to achieving objectives such as reducing
VKT within the CBD and increasing PT mode share to the CBD. Without pricing, the PT improvements
delivered by the RPI would only generate 30% to 40% of the forecast increase in PT trips that the RPI including
pricing is forecast to generate.

Limitations
As mentioned previously, the modelling and analysis work undertaken to date has been undertaken at a high
level. This is appropriate given the nature of the project – a Programme Business Case – and the very broad
assumptions relating to option details and design.
A range of assumptions have been made during this process, some of which should be revisited during
subsequent more detailed stages of any further investigations:
•

•

•

•

•

Future scenarios – whilst four alternative scenarios have been assessed, it is recommended that
additional scenarios be developed for assessment to provide a more robust understanding of the range
within which outcomes might sit
Travel time reliability – the strategic modelling tools do not reflect changes in travel time reliability;
additional work should focus on developing a better understanding of how the RPI might change travel
time reliability
LRT design speed – 30kph has been assumed, however further work is required to determine whether this
is feasible and what are the impacts on performance of the network of providing full segregation and
priority to LRT
Transfers, modal constants and PT reliability – assumptions made regarding the attractiveness of LRT
should be developed further based upon more detailed design information, benchmarking against other
jurisdictions and (potentially) stated or revealed preference surveys
Airport modelling – the current representation of Airport demand (car and PT) is relatively simplistic and
needs to be improved to fully reflect the potential impacts of LRT on travel behaviour
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•
•

•

HoV lanes and taxis – high level assumptions relating to the modelling of HoV lanes and taxis should be
revisited and refined
Pricing and willingness to pay – pricing investigations to date have used a nominal $5 cordon charge but
been mainly “outcome” focussed; it is suggested that additional work is required to better understand
users willingness to pay and develop a more robust relationship between the dollar cordon charge and
users behavioural response, together with additional work to understand the feasibility of alternative
pricing mechanisms
CBD trips, delays – additional work is required to better understand the extent and nature of delays
within Wellington CBD as a result of re-allocation of road space from general traffic to PT and active
modes
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1 Introduction
This report summarises the modelling work that has been undertaken to inform the Recommended
Programme of Investment (RPI).
The report is structured as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Context and summary of testing
Summary of options
Modelling assumptions
Modelling results
Additional reporting
Limitations and next steps

2 Context and summary of testing
High level modelling and a qualitative assessment of a short list of options fed into an evaluation of a range of
four potential options, from which a recommended programme of investment (RPI) was developed.
This report summarises the input assumptions and performance of the Recommended Programme of
Investment (RPI), with this information in turn used to inform the assessment of the RPI against key
performance indicators (KPIs), the development of the PBC and the economic assessment of the RPI.
It should be noted that the modelling approach is tailored towards a programme business case (PBC) and is
purposefully high level, the purpose being to inform the range within which outcomes might sit and be a tool
that can be used to support decisions.

Summary of RPI components
The RPI components are summarised below, together with relevant information regarding how these
components were interpreted and represented in the modelling suite.
•

•
•
•
•
•

a high quality, mass transit spine from Wellington Station to Wellington Airport via the Quays, Taranaki
Street, Adelaide Road, Newtown, Kilbirnie, Miramar
o for the purpose of modelling and costing, we have assumed light rail as the chosen mass transit
option with a 30kph design speed and full segregation from general traffic
o further investigations regarding the details or the mass transit options will be progressed during
the next stage of work
a high quality, high frequency, all-day feeder network of bus services linking seamlessly into the mass
transit spine, particularly in the eastern suburbs and Miramar, delivering a more reliable service
a high quality bus rapid transit system, including dedicated bus lanes along Hutt Road and the Golden
Mile, with selected bus priority measures along the route to Karori (Glenmore Street) and Hataitai
significant capacity and frequency improvements on the rail network (RS1 package of improvements)
improved facilities at all locations where there will be significant interchanging between modes, delivering
a more attractive interchange experience
in summary, the programme will deliver a step change across all aspects of public transport, travel times,
reliability, vehicle quality, capacity, frequency, interchange and stop / station facilities

The highway network improvements are as follows:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

duplicated Mt Victoria Tunnel and widened Ruahine Street / Cobham Drive, with additional capacity
allocated as high occupancy vehicle lanes
the removal of two lanes from the Quays and reallocation to light rail
the removal of capacity along Taranaki Street, Adelaide Road, Kent / Cambridge Terrace, Lambton Quay,
Courtenay Place, Featherston Street, Hutt Road and re-allocation to public transport and cycling
additional 4th lane southbound on SH1 between Ngauranga and Aotea Quay
Hutt Road & Thorndon quay HoV lanes in both direction
re-alignment of eastbound SH1 from Vivian Street to Karo Drive alignment (grade separated)
trenching of Karo Drive in both directions, with west-facing on / off ramps at Taranaki Street and east
facing off-ramp at Victoria Street / Willis Street
Vivian Street two way, with on / off ramps connecting with Terrace Tunnel
Victoria Street / Willis Street – both two-way from Karo Drive to Manners Mall
Basin Reserve grade separation – east/west grade separation, with north / south traffic routed round
western side of Basin

For the purpose of assessing the impact of demand management measures, a simple inner cordon charge2 has
been assumed:
•
•
•

$5 inbound in the AM peak
$2.50 in the Inter-peak
$5 outbound in the PM peak

The dollar values ($5 / $2.50) are at this stage nominal; additional work during any subsequent stage of
investigations will develop a better understanding of people’s willingness to pay and likely behavioural
response, and will also consider the effectiveness of alternative charging mechanisms such as a targeted
parking levy.

Key performance indicators
The key performance indicators that form part of the PBC evaluation framework are outlined below:
•
•
•

Public transport travel times – improve PT travel times and reduce PT travel time variability
Highway travel time reliability – maintain or improve travel time reliability on key highway routes relative
to the current baseline
System occupancy – focussing on trips to / from / within Wellington CBD, move more people with fewer
vehicles

Table 1 below summarises the KPIs including the baseline and process for obtaining results.
Table 1 Key Performance Indicators
KPI
1 Travel time on key highway routes

2

Description
•
Johnsonville to Terrace Tunnel
•
Airport to Terrace Tunnel
•
Island Bay to City
•
Karori to City

Cordon definition is inside SH1
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1 Travel time reliability on key
highway routes

•
•
•
•

Johnsonville to Terrace Tunnel
Airport to Terrace Tunnel
Island Bay to City
Karori to City

2 Travel time on key PT routes

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Johnsonville to Terrace Tunnel
Airport to Terrace Tunnel
Island Bay to City
Karori to City
Johnsonville to Terrace Tunnel
Airport to Terrace Tunnel
Island Bay to City
Karori to City
Ratio of people to vehicle entering CBD
Population within 15 and 30 minutes drive / PT of key destinations in AM peak
and PM peak

2 Travel time reliability on key PT
routes

3 System Occupancy
4 Driving and walking catchments

Model outputs
Whilst the key performance indicators are a significant component of the PBC document, a series of other
outputs from the model are used to understand the performance of the Do Minimum and RPI and inform
stakeholder engagement.
These outputs are presented in this report and include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PT and car trips crossing the central city cordon in the AM peak
Car and PT trips to / from CBD
PT and highway travel times for key routes
VKT and emissions at CBD, City and regional level
Levels of service and delay / km at CBD, City and regional level
Mass transit boardings, alightings and peak load
Boardings per journey
High level region wide metrics

Treatment of uncertainty
At a programme business case level, the assessment is purposefully undertaken and presented at a high level
due to a lack of detail relating to many components of the programme, with more detailed design and
assessment undertaken at subsequent IBC and DBC stages of a project.
Alongside uncertainty relating to scheme design, there is also uncertainty relating to future outcomes such
population and employment growth, economic growth and changes in costs of travel for car / PT, the impact
of technological change on modal preferences and the behavioural response to new modes / improved PT
levels of service.
To account for this uncertainty the results should be interpreted as follows:
•

•

whilst a ‘core’ scenario (medium land use, trend future) is presented in this report, findings and impacts
relating to this scenario should be interpreted as a range (around a central estimate as documented)
given uncertainty relating to scheme detail and behavioural response
the core scenario should also be considered alongside alterative scenarios that have been developed to
show, at a high level, how outcomes might change under different future scenarios
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Further more detailed work will be undertaken during the next stage of investigations to further understand
how uncertainty might affect future outcomes and incorporate this work into developing an RPI that is flexible
and adaptable to change.

3 Modelling approach
Modelling tools
The tools used for the assessment of the Do Minimum and RPI are as follows:
•
•
•

WTSM - used to assess Do Minimum constraints / network performance and the high level impacts of the
RPI in terms of modal shift, highway travel times, highway volumes and VKT
WPTM - used to assess in more detail the PT patronage and capacity impacts of both the Do Minimum
and RPI
AIMSUN - focussed on understanding the performance of the network in and around the Wellington CBD
under both the Do Minimum and RPI

Medium growth land use assumptions
A 2036 horizon year has been used to understand and assess the impacts of the RPI.
Table 2 below shows the forecast change in population and employment by area (Wellington City) and TA
(rest of region) for 2036 for a medium growth scenario.
This scenario has been developed from Profile ID population projections which are themselves developed in
collaboration with regional TAs and broadly correspond to Statistics NZ medium population projections. This
is the core scenario for the modelling and assessment of the RPI.
This scenario is ‘probable, plausible and achievable’- analysis undertaken by the territorial authorities shows
that the capacity (land) exists to cater for the level of development envisaged.
Table 2 Population and employment growth – medium growth scenario
Population

Employment

WCC – CBD
WCC - Northern suburbs

2013 Base
26,500
62,500

2036
42,000
76,000

2013 Base
93,500
15,500

2036
111,000
17,500

WCC - Southern suburbs

40,500

47,000

11,000

12,500

WCC - Eastern suburbs

40,000

43,500

11,500

13,500

WCC - Western suburbs

31,000

33,000

5,000

6,000

Wellington City Total

200,500

241,500

136,500

160,500

Kapiti

50,500

59,500

14,000

16,000

Porirua

53,500

62,500

15,000

17,000

Lower Hutt

101,000

107,500

40,500

42,500

Upper Hutt

41,500

47,500

11,500

12,500

Wairarapa

42,500

44,000

17,500

17,500

Total

489,500

562,500

235,000

266,000
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High growth redistributed land use assumptions
Table 3 below shows the forecast change in population and employment by area (Wellington City) and TA
(rest of region) for a 2036 alternative land use scenario.
This scenario assumes the following:
•

•
•

Higher population and employment growth in the region over the period 2013 to 2036 – essentially a
continuation of recent trends in relation to population growth rates, with a resulting forecast regional
population of over 600,000 in 2036 (compared to 562,000 for the core scenario)
This additional growth is distributed according to the current forecast distribution of population and
employment growth under the core scenario
In addition, this scenario assumes that some of this growth will be re-distributed and focussed on areas
such as Newtown, Kilbirnie, Miramar that would benefit from increased accessibility as a result of mass
transit; this this could result in 10,000 more residents in these areas compared to a high growth scenario
that does not include mass transit

The alternative scenario in Table 3 is more aspirational – no substantive work has been undertaken to
understand whether the capacity (land) exists in suitable areas to accommodate the level of development
envisaged.
Similarly it is assumed that no other constraints (i.e. water infrastructure, plan changes, consenting
framework) exist that would affect the ability to intensify and develop to the level envisaged under the high
scenario to this intensification.
Table 3 Population and employment growth – high growth-redistributed scenario
Population

Employment

Base

2036

Base

2036

WCC – CBD

26,500

50,000

93,500

124,000

WCC - Northern suburbs

62,500

85,000

15,500

18,500

WCC - Southern suburbs

40,500

55,500

11,000

14,000

WCC - Eastern suburbs

40,000

50,500

11,500

16,000

WCC - Western suburbs

31,000

33,500

5,000

6,500

Wellington City Total

200,500

274,500

136,500

179,000

Kapiti

50,500

63,000

14,000

16,500

Porirua

53,500

67,500

15,000

17,500

Lower Hutt

101,000

107,000

40,500

42,500

Upper Hutt

41,500

50,000

11,500

13,000

Wairarapa

42,500

44,000

17,500

17,000

Total

489,500

606,000

235,000

285,500

Trend and balanced future outcomes
In order to account for uncertainty in relation to future travel behaviour and preferences, two future
outcomes have been developed and used to assess the RPI.
The differences between these two future outcomes relate to assumptions about the continuation (or not) of
recent trends and preferences in terms of modal choice and people’s behavioural response to a new transport
mode (BRT or LRT) that provides a step change in public transport levels of service.
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The outcomes are summarised in Table 4 below and include commentary in relation to:
•
•

Baseline assumptions relating to future trends in modal preferences, with particular reference to
commuter trips to Wellington CBD
Responsiveness of the model to new modes that should provide a step change in public transport levels of
service and attractiveness

The ‘trend’ future is what has been chosen for the core evaluation of both the medium and high growth
redistributed land use scenarios, with the ‘balanced’ future used as a sensitivity test to understand the extent
to which a different future might affect modelled outcomes.
Table 4 Forecast futures

Baseline
assumptions

Response to
new modes

Trend future
Continuation of recent trend growth with reference
to commuter trips to Wellington CBD in AM peak - all
future growth in peak hour trips to Wellington CBD
assigned to active modes or PT
Higher level of modal shift, using adjusted modal
parameters to capture the likely response to a step
change in public transport

Balanced future
A more balanced future with small increases in peak
period car demand but more significant increases in PT
and active mode trips to the CBD

Standard level of model shift, using modal parameters as
developed for previous work and based upon best
practice

Modelling assumptions – trend future
This section documents, with rationale, the parameters that are used in WTSM / WPTM for the Do Minimum
and Final Recommended Programme of Investment (RPI).”
It should be noted that commentary in this section mainly refers to the ‘trend’ future that has been developed
using the assumption that there will be a continuation of recent trends3 in terms of commuter trips to
Wellington CBD in the AM peak:
•
•
•
•

no increase in AM peak (5am to 10am) car trips to Wellington CBD, leading to no significant increase in
cars crossing the CBD cordon during the AM peak including the modelled 7am to 9am period
continued growth in rail commuter arrivals into Wellington CBD in the AM peak, based upon an assumed
continuation of recent 2% to 3% per annum growth in rail patronage
continued increase in active mode trips to Wellington CBD at peak times, particularly from Wellington’s
inner suburbs
growth in bus passenger trips to Wellington CBD in the AM peak, particularly form Wellington’s northern
suburbs where significant population growth is forecast to occur over the next 10 to 20 years

This outcome based approach has been specifically implemented for the purposes of testing plausible future
scenarios in WTSM.
This approach, where inputs are changed to achieve a desired outcome, differs somewhat from conventional
4-stage modelling where inputs are developed and used to inform modelled outcomes.

3

Trends have been observed using 2001, 2006, 2013 census, NZTA traffic counts, and annual CBD cordon surveys.
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This approach uses WTSM more as an assignment model as opposed to a pure demand model – this is
considered appropriate for the purpose of the LGWM PBC assessment, but does differ from the standard
approach to demand modelling and should be borne in mind when interpreting model outputs and potentially
comparing against outputs against those relating to other projects across the region.
A different balanced future, where growth between car and PT modes is more even, has also been developed
to understand how different future travel patterns might change the benefits and impacts of the programme.
Whilst the text in this section mainly relates to the ‘trend future’ Do Minimum and RPI, Table 2 summarises
the parameters than have been used for both the ‘trend’ and ‘balanced’ based Do Minimum and RPI.
Global Parameters – Trend growth scenario
The following changes have been made to significant model parameters:
•

•

•
•

•

Vehicle operating costs – assumed to increase at a rate equal to GDP/capita and a multiplier of 1.20,
based upon an assumption that cost of petrol / diesel fuel costs will increase at a moderate rate, balanced
by an increasing proportion of vehicles in the fleet being electric (and having lower vehicle operating
costs)
Parking price – apply only to trips that begin or end in the Wellington CBD. They are assumed to increase
at rate equal to GDP/capita and a multiplier of 1.57 (commuter) and 1.20 (non-work) – while this is partly
due to the assumption that parking constraints will remain (and parking operators will increase prices
accordingly), a component of this increase is a “proxy” in WTSM to account for the fact that WTSM does
not fully capture intersection delays and the costs / inconveniences associated with vehicles circulating to
try and find a car park in the central city.
HCV Trips - assumed that HCV trips (approximately 5% of trips within region) increase at a rate equal to
GDP and a multiplier of 0.9, based upon recent medium term trends
Car Ownership – historically (and as assumed by WTSM), if car ownership increases, VKT / capita would
increase as more people owning cars equalled more driving. In recent years, however, car ownership has
increased while VKT / capita within the Wellington Region has remained relatively unchanged. Therefore
we have assumed that car ownership is a proxy for car usage (in per capita terms) and left it unchanged as
it is assumed that car usage per person will stay constant and overall VKT will rise broadly in proportion to
population growth
PT fares – assumed that PT fares will not increase (in real terms), based upon recent trends and an
assumption that there will be active measures to keep PT attractive relative to the private car

It is important to note that this approach has been developed for a specific project focussing on a specific area
and differs from the more conventional approach taken for other projects.
The approach is considered appropriate for Let’s Get Wellington Moving but should be placed in the context
of it representing a particular future outcome that, whilst plausible, is dependent upon a series of interrelated outcomes / assumptions.
Wait time factor
Generally, people assume that waiting is less attractive than travelling on a vehicle due to the perceptions
over the ability of transit services to stick to time and the fact that waiting facilities are generally open and
exposed to the elements and thus less attractive that sitting on a bus.
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In the base year, it is assumed that all modes have a wait time perception factor of 2 (i.e. 1 minute waiting is
perceived as 2 minutes).
Rail improvements that have largely been implemented in the last 5 years have resulted in increased rail
patronage, above what was previously forecast by the model. Improving punctuality and reliability, improved
waiting facilities and improved service quality are thought to have been the key drivers of this increase.
In order to replicate this observed increase in the Do Minimum model, the rail wait time perception factor
was reduced (from 2.0 to 1.6) and the rail IVT perception factor was reduced from 0.9 to 0.85. ‘Back-casting’
and interpolation of revised 2026 forecast rail patronage (to estimate 2018 patronage) showed that the
revised assumptions resulted in the model better representing recent observed trends.
For the RPI, it is assumed that the overall package of PT improvements would result in a better quality, more
reliable PT network. This is represented by reduced wait time perception factors across all modes, with the
new LRT mode having the same wait time perception factor as heavy rail given the assumption that LRT will
have full segregation, high frequencies and reliable travel times and that the stop facilities will be of a high
quality with sheltered waiting rooms, etc.
More frequent feeder bus services and improved bus priority measures along the Golden Mile, together with
the RS1 package of rail improvements, lead to reductions in the wait time perception factors for these modes.
Walk time perception factor
The factor of 2.0 is unchanged between base, Do Minimum and RPI, effectively meaning that people perceive
a 2 minute walk as equivalent to 1 minute on a vehicle as walking is less attractive relative to travelling on a
vehicle.
In reality, walking is more attractive for short journeys than all others modes, because it has no entry costs,
such as wait time for PT, unlocking your bike, or accessing car parking. Because parameters apply globally to
all trips regardless of length, modal split for short trips within Wellington CBD is adjusted for outside the
model (see Limitations section).
In-vehicle time perception factor
People perceive travelling by certain modes to be more attractive than waiting, walking or travelling by other
modes. This is modelled by applying a factor to the in-vehicle time to model ‘perceived’ in-vehicle time, with
all modes ranked according to their relative attractiveness compared to a standard bus journey (1.00).
As mentioned above, the rail IVT perception factor has effectively been re-calibrated so that the Do Minimum
model better reflects recent observed trends and improvements delivered by increased reliability and
improved service quality.
For the RPI, it is assumed that LRT is perceived as being as attractive as rail (0.8), relative to standard bus. The
attractiveness of standard bus and BRT (services from Johnsonville / Newlands to Wellington CBD) has also
been increased (IVT perception factor reduced from 1.0 to 0.95) to reflect improved vehicle quality and
reliability due to infrastructure improvements and increased priority through Golden Mile.
The RPI should improve the overall attractiveness across the whole Wellington bus network. It provides
superior stop qualities, higher service frequencies and feeder services, faster more reliable travel times on
routes from the north, west and Hataitai to the CBD together with improved bus priority measures and
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reliability through the CBD. Collectively, these improvements deliver a step-change in PT attractiveness across
Wellington City.
Boarding penalties
Alongside the perception factors, other constants are used to apply costs (time penalties) to certain
components of a journey such as stops (nodes) and services (lines), designed to accurately represent the
hierarchy of perceived attractiveness across all interchange types and modes.
In general, people perceive high quality interchanges to be more attractive than standard interchanges and
perceive premium services (i.e. LRT) to be more attractive than standard services.
For the RPI we have assumed that bus, BRT and LRT would be perceived as more attractive (and have lower
boarding penalties) to capture the new high quality interchanges that it has been assumed would be delivered
across the network and the ability to transfer seamlessly between high quality services (LRT / BRT/Rail) and
high frequency, reliable feeder services. In terms of the hierarchy, LRT is perceived as more attractive than
BRT and bus.
Table 5 Parameters used for WTSM and WPTM modelling of base, trend and balanced future Do Minimum / RPI scenarios

Global
parameter
s

Wait time
Wait time
perception
factors

VoC (fuel)

1.00

1.20

1.20

1.07

1.07

Parking

1.00

1.57 / 1.20

1.57 / 1.20

1.57 / 1.20

1.57 / 1.20

HCV

1.00

e=0.9

e=0.9

e=0.9

e=0.9

Car Ownership

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.05

1.05

PT Fare

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.05

1.05

VoT

1.00

1.20 / 1.16

1.20 / 1.16

1.20 / 1.16

1.20 / 1.16

TDM

1.00

2%

2%

1%

1%

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.25

Bus

2.0

2.0

1.8

2.0

1.9

BRT

1.6

1.8

LRT

1.4

1.6

2.0

1.6

1.4

2.0

1.6

10

10

10

10

10

Standard

Boarding

3

3

3

3

3

Pen – bus

10 – 5

10 - 5

6-4

10 - 5

8-4

Pen - rail

7–2

7-2

7-2

7-2

7-2

Pen - BRT

5

Pen - LRT
In-vehicle
time
perception
factors

2036 RPI (Balanced)

Headway
function

Fare
Boarding
penalties

2036 RPI (Trend)

2036 Do Minimum
(Balanced)

2013 Base

Rail
Walk
perception

2036 Do Minimum
(Trend)

Growth

Bus

5

2
1.0

1.0

0.95

4
1.0

1.0

BRT

0.9

0.95

LRT

0.8

0.85

Rail

0.9

0.85

0.8

0.9

0.85
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4 Do Minimum
This section briefly summarises the performance of the Do Minimum ‘medium growth, trend’ and ‘medium
growth, balanced’ future scenarios in 2036.
It focusses on the following metrics to provide an indication of network performance:
•
•
•
•

PT and car trips (annual)
Car and PT cordon crossings (AM peak, inbound)
VKT by area (annual)
Highway travel times (AM peak)

Figure 1 below shows changes in car and PT trips (annual regional trips and annual trips to the CBD), vehicle
kilometres and PT passenger kilometres, all indexed to 2013.
Figure 1 Change in PT and car metrics, 2013 base, 2036 Do Minimum Trend, 2036 Do Minimum Balanced

Focussing on differences between the 2013 base and the 2036 ‘medium growth, trend’ Do Minimum ( ‘trend’
future) and 2036 ‘medium growth, balanced’ Do Minimum ( ‘balanced’ future):
•
•
•

•

Forecast 12% increase in car trips for trend future (15% for balanced future) compared to base, with
corresponding 40% increase in annual PT trips for trend (30% for balanced)
Little change in forecast car trips to CBD under trend (10% increase for balanced), corresponding 50%
increase in PT trips to CBD for trend (35% for balanced)
Approximate 8% increase in annual regional VKT for trend and 18% increase for balanced; in per capita
terms, the trend scenario shows a decrease in VKT per capita (population growth estimated at 12% across
region) whilst the balanced scenario shows an increase in VKT per capita
PT pax km are forecast to increase by 40% for the trend scenario but only 20% for the balanced scenario
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5 KPI analysis
This section summarises the modelling outputs that inform the following key performance indicators (KPIs):
•
•
•
•

Travel time on key highway routes
Travel time on key PT routes
System occupancy
PT and driving catchments for major destinations

Note that this is only a summary of the KPIs that have been largely informed by the modelling work; further
details are available in the relevant section of the PBC document.
Unless otherwise stated, model outputs are taken from the 2036 ‘medium growth, trend’ version of WTSM
and WPTM.

5.1 Travel times on key highway routes
Figure 2 below shows AM peak, inter-peak and PM peak highway travel times for the base year, 2036 Do
Minimum and 2036 RPI, all for the core scenario.
It is important to note that this analysis has been undertaken in WTSM, a strategic model that has a relatively
coarse zone system, an approximate representation of intersection delays and average volumes (and
therefore delays) over a broad 2hr peak period, potentially under-estimating delays and de-congestion
benefits (from the RPI) during the peak of the peak.
Given these acknowledged limitations, the results should be interpreted as a range as opposed to the exact
numbers as reported below, with WTSM providing a high level indication of the change in travel times that we
might expect as opposed to exact numbers.
More detailed analysis using the AIMSUN model during the next stage of investigations will improve our
understanding of how travel times and travel time variability might change by time of day (15 minute period).
Figure 2 Highway travel times
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The data shows that, across most routes, travel times increase between the 2013 Base and 2036 Do
Minimum.
The increases are greater in the AM peak and PM peak, a function of the fact that whilst the observed
increase in traffic volumes during the peak periods are relatively small (generally less than 5%), the
corresponding increase in travel time is often greater in percentage terms due to the fact that the network is
operating close to capacity on key arterials during peak periods, requiring only a small increase in traffic
volumes to generate a more significant increase in travel times.
The RPI improves travel times across nearly all routes, largely driven by de-congestion associated with pricing
and improved highway travel times delivered by Terrace Tunnel, Mt Victoria Tunnel and Te Aro, with the
resulting 2036 RPI travel times being similar or better than current 2013 base travel times.
The exception is the route from Karori to the CBD, with a small increase in travel times in the PM peak under
the RPI a result of lower capacity down Glenmore St / Bowen Street due to bus lanes and reduced
connectivity to the CBD.

5.2 PT travel times on key routes
Figure 3 below shows AM peak PT travel times to Wellington CBD for the 2013 base, 2036 Do Minimum and
2036 RPI.
At this stage in the project, PT travel times in WTSM and WPTM are essentially inputs to the modelling; in the
case of mass transit (modelled as LRT) we have assumed a 30kph travel speed (including stops) from
Wellington Airport to Wellington Station.
During the next stage of investigations, more detailed operational public transport modelling and AIMSUN
modelling, informed by more specific details regarding mass transit and bus improvements along the Golden
Mile and Hutt Road, will be used to refine these initial estimates.
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Figure 3 AM peak PT travel times, 7am to 9am

It shows that the RPI is forecast to deliver a significant improvement in PT travel times, particularly for routes
connecting the southern / eastern suburbs with the CBD.
Whilst not quantified or captured in WTSM, PT travel time reliability will also improve significantly under the
RPI due to increased priority measures / segregation delivering improved reliability.
Therefore whilst routes such as Karori and Johnsonville to the CBD do not appear to show a significant
improvement in travel times (compared to the base and Do Minimum), bus priority measures along Hutt Road
and Glenmore Street will deliver a step change in PT reliability along these corridors and the other corridors to
the southern / eastern suburbs, improving the attractiveness of public transport.

5.3 System occupancy
Table 6 below shows AM peak system occupancy for the 2013 base, 2036 Do Minimum and 2036 RPI. This
measure has been derived by dividing the number of people crossing the CBD cordon by the number of
vehicles to assess whether the RPI delivers a more efficient network that can move more people with fewer
vehicles.
Table 6 System occupancy4

Car Vehicles

4

2016 Baseline

2036 Do Minimum

2036 RPI

30,500

30,600

25,200

Car Occupancy

1.35

1.35

1.35

Car People

40,900

41,000

33,800

PT Bus / BRT / LRT

13,500

16,300

21,400

PT All

28,500

37,800

45,200

PT Rail

15,000

21,600

23,800

Note that due to rounding, figure may differ slightly from those presented in RPI summary documents
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PT Bus Veh

240

179

179

PT Rail Veh

40

29

29

Ped

11000

13,200

13,200

Cycle

1900

3,800

5,700

Total people

82,300

96,000

98,000

Total vehicle

31,000

31,000

25,500

System occupancy

2.7

3.1

3.8

The outputs show that the RPI delivers a significant 25% increase in system occupancy compared to the Do
Minimum, with a 50% increase if assessed against the current 2016 observed baseline.

5.4 Catchment analysis
Figure 4 below show the percentage of the regional population within 30 minutes by car / PT from selected
key destinations – CBD, Airport, Hospital.
Figure 4 Population within 30 minutes of key destinations

Time
Car

PT

Time
CBD
Airport
Hospital
CBD
Airport
Hospital

2013
Base
49%
32%
42%
35%
19%
28%

2036 Do
Min
2036 RPI
49%
63%
26%
40%
39%
52%
32%
39%
19%
23%
29%
33%

It shows that for all modes and destinations, the RPI delivers a significant improvement in accessibility as
evident by the increase in the percentage of the population within 30 minutes of key destinations by both PT
and car.
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6 Medium trend growth RPI – WTSM and WPTM model outputs
This section presents the following model outputs for the ‘core’ medium growth, trend scenario:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Public transport cordon crossings and capacity
Highway cordon crossings
Highway network performance
VKT and emissions
Golden Mile capacity and vehicles
Mass transit patronage

It is important to note that this analysis has been undertaken in WTSM and WPTM, both strategic models that
has a relatively coarse zone system, an approximate representation of intersection delays and represents
traffic volumes and produces outputs as an average across a two hour time period.
Furthermore, the medium growth scenario represents one plausible future outcome – whilst results in this
section focus on the medium growth scenario, Section 7 shows how the outcomes might change under
alternative scenarios relating to different levels of population / employment growth and behavioural response
to new infrastructure.
Given these acknowledged limitations, the results should be interpreted as a range as opposed to exact
numbers, with the modelling providing a high level indication of the likely direction and magnitude of change
as opposed to absolute numbers.
More detailed analysis during the next phase of investigations, incorporating more detailed option design and
using the AIMSUN model, will help to refine the range within which outcomes are likely to sit.

6.1 Public transport cordon crossings and capacity
Figure 5 below shows how AM peak PT volumes crossing the Wellington CBD cordon, inbound, between 7am
and 9am are forecast to change between 2016, the 2036 Do Minimum and 2036 RPI.
The data is presented by area of origin:
•
•
•

Northern suburbs (Ngaio, Khandallah, Johnsonville, Churton Park, Newlands, Tawa) and rest of region
(Hutt Valley, Porirua, Kapiti, Wairarapa)
Southern and eastern suburbs – Newtown, Berhampore, Island Bay, Kilbirnie, Miramar, Airport, Hataitai
Western suburbs – Karori, Kelburn, Thorndon, Northland
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Figure 5 PT passengers crossing Wellington CBD cordon

The data shows the following:
•
•

•

overall, cordon crossing volumes are forecast to increase from 28,000 in 2016 to 37,000 in the 2036 Do
Minimum (30% compared to base) and 43,000 in the 2036 RPI (near 50% increase compared to base)
in percentage terms the southern / eastern suburbs are forecast to see the biggest increase between the
base and RPI (80% or 4,500 additional passengers), a result of high levels of population growth and a stepchange in PT capacity and level of service delivered by LRT
the northern suburbs and rest of the region are forecast to see the biggest absolute growth – nearly
10,000 between 2016 and the 2036 RPI – driven by population growth in Wellington’s northern suburbs
and across the region and improvements to rail capacity from the north and bus travel times from
Wellington’s northern suburbs delivered by the RPI

LRT is forecast to carry around 5,000 people across the CBD cordon (peak load point) between 7am and 9am
in the AM peak, with these passengers coming from Wellington’s eastern suburbs, Airport and Newtown. This
assumes a network where there is little duplication between LRT and bus routes from the east; most people
have to transfer from feeder bus to LRT in order to access the CBD.
Figure 6 below shows the corresponding PT capacity and V/C ratios for the 2016 base, 2036 Do Minimum and
2036 RPI. It clearly demonstrates the following:
•

•

there is not the capacity on the PT network to accommodate the levels of demand currently modelled and
assumed for the 2036 Do Minimum, which is likely to mean that this ‘assumed’ growth will be deterred
and either not occur or occur in other areas of the region
the RPI delivers a significant increase in PT capacity for all modes / areas, lowering V/C ratios to below the
current 2016 levels, providing capacity to accommodate forecast growth and providing headroom to
accommodate further growth
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Figure 6 PT capacity and V/C ratios

6.2 Vehicle cordon crossing volumes
Figure 7 below shows changes in light vehicles crossing Wellington CBD cordon by time period (AM peak 7am
to 9am, Inter-peak avg 2hr 10am to 4pm, PM peak 4pm to 6pm) and area (Wellington southern / eastern
suburbs, Wellington western suburbs, Wellington northern suburbs and rest of region) for the 2016 base,
2036 Do Minimum and 2036 RPI.
Figure 7 Highway cordon crossings

The data shows the following:
•

Little change in cordon crossing volumes in the AM peak (inbound) and PM peak (outbound) between
2013 base and 2036 Do Minimum due to continued capacity constraints on the main arterials leading to /
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•
•

•
•

•

from Wellington CBD during the peak 2hr; there is effectively very little capacity for additional growth in
vehicles during the peak 2hr period
a slight increase in cordon crossing volumes in the Inter-peak between the 2016 and 2036 Do Minimum,
highlighting that there is some spare capacity on the network outside of the peak periods
a 15% to 20% reduction in vehicles crossing the cordon in the AM peak (inbound) and 10% to 15%
decrease in vehicles crossing the cordon in the PM peak (outbound), driven by the inner cordon charge;
this equates to a 6,000 to 8,000 drop in overall vehicle number crossing the cordon; these reductions
result in cordon crossing volumes during peak periods being significantly lower in the 2036 RPI compared
to the 2016 base
the magnitude of the reduction differs by area; the northern / western suburbs have a higher percentage
reduction than the southern / eastern suburbs
this is because a greater proportion of trips crossing the cordon from the north / west in the AM peak
terminate in the CBD (compared to the south / east where a significant proportion of trips crossing the
cordon are heading through / around the CBD), with the public transport alternative being more attractive
for these terminating trips compared to through trips originating in, for example, Miramar and ending in
somewhere like Lower Hutt
in the inter-peak the reduction in cordon crossing volumes as a result of the RPI is lower, a function of a
higher proportion of inter-peak cordon crossings from all areas being ‘through’ trips as opposed to trips
terminating in the CBD

6.3 Pedestrian and cycle cordon crossings
Whilst not explicitly modelled in WTSM and WPTM, increases in cycle and pedestrian cordon crossings have
been estimated based upon recent trends, forecast population / employment growth and the implementation
(partially in the Do Minimum, fully in the RPI) of a high quality cycle network.
A 3% pa growth in cycle cordon crossings is assumed for a future without a complete network but 6% pa if a
high quality, connected cycle network is delivered. Pedestrian growth is 1% pa for the Do Minimum and 1.5%
pa for the RPI, the assumption being that the package of improvements proposed for the RPI will remove
conflicts, improve pedestrian amenity and increase the number of people walking.
It is accepted that there is significant uncertainty relating to these forecasts, and also inter-dependencies
between the different modes; i.e. higher cycling uptake could result in lower relative PT patronage. Given this
limitation, the forecasts below should be considered as a broad range within which outcomes might be found
and are dependent upon a number of assumptions.
Figure 8 Cycle and Pedestrian cordon crossing volumes
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The forecasts show the following:
•
•

overall cycle cordon crossing volumes could increase by 200% from around 2,000 in the 2016 base to
around 6,000 in the 2036 RPI
overall pedestrian cordon crossing volumes could increase from 11,000 (2016 base) to 13,500 in the 2036
Do Minimum and nearly 15,000 under the 2036 RPI

6.4 Cordon crossing modal share
Figure 9 below shows the number of persons crossing the CBD cordon, by mode, together with the modal
share.
Figure 9 CBD cordon crossings by mode

The forecasts show that:
•

•

Total cordon crossing volumes are forecast to increase from 82,000 (2016 base) to around 96,000 in the
2036 Do minimum and around 100,000 in the RPI, as re-distribution of population and jobs in the RPI
results in more trips to / from Wellington CBD
In terms of modal share
o car mode share is forecast to drop from 50% (current) to 44% (Do minimum) and 35% (RPI)
o PT mode share is forecast to increase from 35% (2016 base) to 43% (2036 RPI)
o Active mode share is forecast to increase form 15% to 21%

6.5 Highway network performance
Figure 10 below shows the change in car and PT trips to / from Wellington CBD by time period.
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Figure 10 Car and PT trips to / from Wellington CBD

It shows the following:
•

•

whilst the RPI and Do Minimum both increase the total number of combined car / PT trips heading to /
from Wellington CBD, the RPI results in a 10% to 20% reduction in car trips to / from the CBD compared to
the 2016 base
between the 2016 base and 2036 RPI, the percentage of combined car / PT trips to the CBD in the AM
peak made by PT is forecast to increase from 35% to 55%

6.6 Highway network performance
Figure 11 below shows average delay / km and average speed, by sector, for Wellington CBD, Wellington
southern / eastern suburbs and the rest of Wellington City.
It shows that average delay per km increases in Wellington CBD between the base and 2036 Do Min before
decreasing slightly between the 2036 Do Minimum and 2036 RPI. Whilst the RPI is forecast to reduce trips and
VKT within the CBD by 20% to 25%, this does not translate into a comparable reduction in delay or speed as
capacity is being removed (from the CBD) and re-allocated to public transport and active modes.
Similarly for Wellington’s southern and eastern suburbs, the RPI actually shows a slight increase in delay / km
due to re-allocation of road space along the LRT corridor from car to PT5.

5

Note that these calculations assume that additional capacity in Mt Victoria tunnel is allocated to HoVs
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Figure 11 Average delay / km and average speed

Figure 12 below shows the change in VKT by LoS category for Wellington CBD and City.
Figure 12 VKT by level of service

It shows the following:
•

•

In Wellington CBD, the percentage of VKT at LoS E/F increases (worsens) between the 2016 base and 2036
Do Minimum and remains relatively unchanged between the 2036 Do Min and 2036 RPI, the result of
reduced traffic volumes being balanced to a certain extent by reduced capacity in the CBD
Looking at Wellington City, however, the RPI delivers a significant improvements in level of service, with a
reduction in VKT at loS E/F from 20% to 13% between the Do Min and RPI and a corresponding increase in
VKT at LoS A/B from 45% to 52%, a result of the CBD inner cordon charge and state highway
improvements that reduce conflicts

6.7 VKT and emissions
Figure 13 shows the forecast change in VKT and emissions by area in the AM peak:
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Figure 13 VKT and VKT per capita

The data shows the following:
•

•
•
•

•

Little change in VKT within Wellington CBD and City between the 2016 base and 2036 Do Min, with a
slight increase in regional VKT between the base and Do Minimum driven by population growth; when
expressed as VKT per capita, VKT per capita decreases between the base and Do minimum in all areas
There is a 20% drop in VKT within Wellington CBD between the 2036 Do Min and 2036 RPI, driven by the
inner cordon charge and PT improvements included in the RPI
The RPI delivers a lesser reduction (5% to 10%) in VKT within Wellington City and a small 2% reduction in
VKT within the region (relative to the 2036 Do Minimum)
VKT within Wellington City is forecast to be lower under the 2036 RPI compared to the 2016 base and
only marginally higher across the region as a whole, despite a forecast 15% increase in regional population
between 2016 and 2036 and a forecast 20% increase in population in Wellington City by 2036
When expressed in per capita terms, relative to the current 2016 base, the RPI is forecast to deliver a 10%
reduction in VKT per capita across the region and a larger 20% reduction in VKT per capita within
Wellington City

Figure 14 below shows forecast changes in emissions in the AM peak under the RPI.
Figure 14 Emissions by area, AM peak

It shows a significant reduction in emissions between the 2016 Base and 2036 Do minimum, a result of
improved vehicle fleet efficiency and a higher proportion of EVs in the vehicle fleet. The reduction in
emissions between the 2036 Do Minimum and the RPI is a function of the reduction in VKT detailed above.
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6.8 Golden Mile capacity and vehicles
Figure 15 below shows the total PT capacity and vehicles through the central city (northbound and
southbound) for the present day and the RPI when two spines would be used (Golden Mile and Waterfront)
Figure 15 PT capacity and vehicles through central city

It shows that the RPI effectively doubles PT capacity through the CBD, yet also reduces the number of vehicles
by 50% to 80%. This reduction in vehicles provides opportunities to provide more effective priority to public
transport vehicles at key intersections, improve amenity for pedestrians / cyclists whilst minimising impacts
on general traffic.

6.9 Mass transit patronage and capacity
Figure 16 below shows the potential LRT patronage by direction for the AM peak two hour (7am to 9am). It
should be noted that at this stage of the investigation – programme business case – the patronage is
indicative and based upon a number of assumptions such as significant transfers from feeder buses to mass
transit (assumed to be LRT for the purpose of this analysis), high modal shift for Airport users, full priority at
signals, full segregation along the entire route, an average end to end travel speed of 30kph6 (including
stops),high levels of reliability and significant modal shift from car to PT resulting from improved levels of
service and pricing. Therefore the figures presented below represent an outcome that could be considered as
towards the more optimistic end of the spectrum regarding LRT patronage.
Figure 16 Mass transit (LRT) patronage

6

This is at the high end of the range when benchmarked against other jurisdictions
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Figure 16 shows following:
•

•

In the northbound direction
o Peak load of 5,200 crossing the CBD cordon (lower Taranaki Street)
o 400 Airport boardings, nearly 2,000 boardings in Miramar (2/3rd transfer boardings from feeder
buses), 750 boardings in Miramar and over 1,500 boardings in Newtown
o Most alightings split between the 3 stops on the Quays
In the southbound direction
o The majority of the boardings (1,800) are at Wellington Rail station
o Te Aro Park (intersection of Taranaki St and Manner mall) has the highest number of alightings
(900)

6.10 General WTSM output metrics
Figure 17 shows a selection of general metrics from the modelling work in relation to PT journeys, PT
boardings, regional VKT / speed and CBD cordon crossings.
Figure 17 General metrics

The main points from this summary, comparing the 2016 base and 2036 RPI in the AM peak, are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Regional PT journeys forecast to increase by over 60% between the 2016 base and 2036 RPI
There is a 20% increase in boardings per journey i.e. more transfers
A small increase in regional VKT
A more significant increase in average vehicle speeds across the region
A 20% reduction in car cordon crossing volumes and corresponding 80% increase in PT cordon crossing
volumes
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6.11 Summary
Comparing 2013 vs 2036, the RPI delivers the following:
•

•
•
•
•

•

•

A 20% reduction in car trips crossing the CBD cordon in the AM peak, a result in the inner cordon charge,
a corresponding decrease in VKT within the CBD and a smaller but significant decreases in CBD across
Wellington City and the region as a whole
a 50% to 60% increase in PT trips to the CBD at peak times, with the increase nearer 100% from the
southern and eastern suburbs, driven by mass transit
an increase in PT capacity to the CBD of between 60% and 80%, resulting in a system that can
accommodate increased patronage with headroom for additional growth
PT mode share to the central city in the AM peak is forecast to increase from 32% to 43%, with vehicle
mode share decreasing from 50% to 35%
The number of cycle trips to the CBD at peak times could increase by 300%, whilst pedestrian cordon
crossings could also increase by 150%, the result of an integrated cycle network, improved pedestrian
amenity and connectivity and residential intensification in Wellington’s inner suburbs
Mass transit (assumed to be LRT for the purpose of modelling) could generate a peak load of 5,200 over
the AM peak two-hour period; demand would be split broadly 50:50 between the Newtown corridor and
the eastern suburbs (including the Airport), with around 50% of passengers transferring to LRT from
feeder bus services
In broad terms, the RPI improves highway levels of service and reduces delays, particularly in Wellington
City
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7 Sensitivity Tests
This section presents the following selected outputs from WTSM for a range of sensitivity tests:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Key metrics – car and PT demand, car veh km, PT pax km
AM peak PT cordon crossing volumes
AM peak highway cordon crossing volumes
Vehicle kilometres travelled
Highway travel times on selected routes
PT travel times on selected routes

The sensitivity tests that have been undertaken are outlined below, together with the likely outcomes
(relative to the medium growth, trend Do Minimum and RPI scenarios).
•

•

•

Medium growth, balanced scenario
o Balance of growth in peak periods shifts from mainly PT to a balance between PT and car growth
o Likely to result in lower PT demand and higher car demand
High growth redistributed, trend scenario:
o Identical parameters to medium scenario, trend growth
o Higher background population growth (40,000 additional residents across region by 2036) and
employment growth
o Further concentration of population growth along mass transit corridor and employment growth
in CBD
o More trips generated, particularly along mass transit corridor
o Increased highway and PT volumes
High growth re-distributed, balanced growth scenario (not directly modelled, impacts estimated based
upon other scenarios)
o As per high growth but overall growth split more evenly between car and PT
o Likely to have the highest traffic volumes (relative to medium balanced and high trend scenarios)
and lower PT volumes

As per the previous section, given the limitations regarding the modelling approach (which is appropriate for a
PBC) and lack of detail relating to the specific interventions, results should be interpreted as a range as
opposed to an exact number with the modelling providing an indication of the likely direction and magnitude
of the response as opposed to exact numbers.
In particular the results for the high growth redistributed, balanced scenario should be considered as
indicative as they are based upon interpolation / extrapolation of model results from other scenarios.

7.1 PT cordon crossing volumes
Figure 18 below shows PT passengers volumes crossing the Wellington CBD cordon, inbound, for the base
year and 2036 Do Minimum / RPI scenarios.
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Figure 18 PT cordon crossing volumes – sensitivity tests

It shows the following, relative to the Do Minimum Trend and RPI Trend:
•
•

•

the medium, balanced scenarios forecast 3,000 to 4,000 fewer PT cordon crossings compared to the
medium, trend scenarios
the medium, balanced RPI cordon crossing figure (~40,000) is still greater than the Do Minimum trend
figure (37,000), a level of demand that previous analysis suggested might not be able to be
accommodated by a Do Minimum with PT capacity as currently assumed
the high growth re-distributed, trend forecasts show an increase in PT cordon crossing volumes of 1,500
to 2,000 compared to the medium trend forecast

In summary, the balanced scenarios forecasts a 10% reduction in PT cordon crossing volumes compared to
the respective trend growth scenarios, although the relative impact of the RPI is similar between trend and
balanced scenarios.
The high growth re-distributed scenarios increases PT cordon crossing volumes by around 5% to 10% relative
to the respective medium growth scenarios.

7.2 Highway cordon crossing volumes
Figure 19 shows the AM peak inbound highway cordon crossing volumes for base and 2036 Do Minimum / RPI
scenarios.
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Figure 19 Highway cordon crossing volumes

It effectively shows the opposite of the previous PT chart:
•
•

the alternative Do Minimum scenarios increase vehicle cordon crossings relative to the base and Do
Minimum by around 5% to 10%
the impact of the RPI in terms of reducing cordon crossing volumes (relative to the respective Do Min) is
similar across all scenarios

7.3 Annual vehicle kilometres
Figure 20 below shows the change in annual vehicle kilometres travelled by area for the various 2036 Do
Minimum and RPI scenarios, indexed to 2016.
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Figure 20 Change in VKT by area, AM Peak, 2036

It shows the following:
•
•

•
•

The ‘balanced’ scenarios have around 10% higher VKT in 2036 compared to the respective ‘trend’ growth
scenarios
The higher growth redistributed trend scenario has around 10% higher VKT in Wellington City / CBD
(compared to the medium trend growth scenarios) and around 15% higher VKT across the region as a
whole
Regardless of the scenario – trend, balanced, medium growth or high growth –the reduction in VKT within
the CBD remains in the range 75% to 90%, with the inner cordon charge the main driver of this reduction
Only the medium trend growth RPI scenario results in a forecast reduction in VKT within Wellington City;
the other scenarios forecast that VKT within Wellington City would be between 5% and 15% higher in
2036 under the RPI compared to the 2016 base
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7.4 Highway travel times
Figure 21 below shows the forecast change in highway travel times for selected key routes for the base year
and the various 2036 Do Minimum and RPI scenarios.
Figure 21 Highway travel times, AM peak, 7am to 9am

The overall pattern is similar across most routes:
•

•
•

Do Minimum travel times are fastest in the 2036 medium trend scenario, with both the medium balanced
and high trend scenarios showing similar increase in travel times (compared to the medium trend Do
Minimum); the 2036 high balanced scenario is forecast to have the slowest travel times
Across all scenarios, the RPI delivers an improvement in travel times relative to the respective Do
Minimum scenarios
At a high level, the improvement in travel time between the Do Minimum and RPI decreases as the
assumed level of traffic growth increases (medium trend -> medium balanced -> high trend -> high
balanced)
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7.5 PT travel times
Figure 22 below shows the forecast change in PT travel times for key routes between the 2016 base and
various 2036 Do Minimum and RPI scenarios
Figure 22 PT travel times

The results show the following:
•

•

•

A small increase in Do Minimum PT travel times on the Island Bay, Airport, Karori and Seatoun routes
between the medium trend, medium balanced, high trend and high balanced scenarios, the result of
increased traffic volumes resulting in an increase in delays affecting buses
a significant deterioration in bus travel times between Johnsonville and Courtenay Place between the
‘medium’ and ‘high’ growth Do Minimum scenarios, resulting in increased traffic volumes and congestion
down Ngauranga Gorge
overall, the RPI delivers broadly similar PT travel times for all scenarios, a function of the high level of
segregation and priority assumed along key corridors

7.6 Key high level metrics
Figure 23 below presents a summary of key outputs from WTSM – car and PT trips, trips to CBD, veh / pax km
– for the base year and various 2036 Do Minimum and RPI scenarios, the purpose being to show the relative
difference between the scenarios.
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Figure 23 Key highway and PT metrics, index 2013 = 100

The model outputs show the following:
•
•
•

•
•

Regional car trips increase trough the scenarios, with the 2036 high balanced scenario having 20% to 25%
more car trips than the base
The corresponding increase for PT is more pronounced, with a 20% to 40% increase in annual PT trips for
the Do Minimum and a potential 50% to 70% increase in annual PT trips under the RPI
Car trips to the CBD could be 25% greater under the high balanced Do Minimum scenario, but all RPI
scenarios are forecasting a decrease in car trips to the CBD with the medium trend RPI scenario
forecasting the biggest decrease (20%)
PT trips to the CBD are forecast to increase by between 40% and 50% in the Do Minimum and by up to
200% for the RPI
The forecast change in regional VKT and regional PT pax km is similar to the reported forecasts for
regional car and PT trips

7.7 RPI metrics
Figure 24 and Figure 25 compare the 4 different 2036 RPI scenarios, focussing on car and PT metrics.
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Figure 24 Car metrics

Taking the 2036 medium growth, trend scenario as the baseline, car trips to the CBD could be up to 10%
greater if a different scenario was used, whilst regional car trips could be up to 20% greater if the 2036 high,
balanced scenario were to eventuate.
Figure 25 PT metrics

Focussing on the PT metrics, annual regional PT trips could 10% lower (compared to the baseline) if the 2036
medium, balanced outcome were to materialise.
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Conversely, if the 2036 high growth re-distributed trend scenario were to materialise, PT trips to the CBD in
2036 could be 10% higher than forecast. Similarly when looking at LRT, the 2036 high growth re-distributed
trend scenario could have 15% higher LRT pax km compared to the current 2036 medium trend scenario.

7.8 Summary
In summary, modelling work suggests that assuming an alternative future scenario could change the RPI
outcomes (compared to the medium growth trend RPI) as follows:
•
•
•

•
•
•

forecast regional PT trips could vary by +/- 10%
highway cordon crossing volumes in the AM peak could be 10% to 15% greater than forecast in the RPI,
but still lower than the 2013 base
changes in VKT could be as follows
o 10% to 25% reduction within Wellington CBD
o 5% reduction to 10% increase in VKT within Wellington City
o Small increase to 20% increase in VKT within Wellington Region
Depending on the alternative future scenario, forecast LRT patronage could vary by +/- 20%
Improvements in highway travel times and reliability, whilst not as significant as for the medium, trend
RPI, would still deliver benefits compared to current travel times and reliability
PT trips to the CBD in the AM peak are forecast to increase by between 70% (medium, balanced) and
100% (high, trend)
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8 RPI without cordon charge
This section briefly summarise the differences between the RPI (medium growth, trend) and a version of the
RPI (medium growth, trend) without the inner cordon charge, looking at a number of selected metrics.
Figure 26 Car and PT cordon crossing volumes

Figure 26 shows AM peak inbound car and PT cordon crossing volumes for the base, 2036 Do Min and 2036
RPI with / without pricing. It shows that PT cordon crossings could be 10% to 15% lower without pricing
(compared to the RPI) – still slightly higher than the Do Minimum – whilst two-way car cordon crossing
volumes could be 20% higher under a version of the RPI without pricing, slightly higher than both the base
and Do Minimum.
Figure 27 VKT by area, RPI with and without pricing
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Figure 27 shows the forecast change in VKT by area.
In summary, without pricing, VKT within the Wellington CBD would only be around 5% lower for the RPI
compared to the base (compared to 20% to 25% with pricing), whilst VKT in Wellington City would increase by
5% (small decrease with pricing) and regional VKT would increase by 5% to 10% without pricing (only small
increase with pricing).
Overall, this analysis demonstrates that pricing is a significant component of the RPI when it comes to
achieving objectives such as reducing VKT within the CBD and increasing PT mode share to the CBD. In
isolation and without pricing, the PT improvements delivered by the RPI would only generate 30% to 40% of
the forecast increase in PT trips that the RPI including pricing is forecast to generate.
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9 Aimsun Model Outputs
Whilst the substantive modelling work used to inform the assessment of the RPI has been undertaken in
WTSM and WPTM, the AIMSUN meso model was used to model the Do Minimum and RPI to provide an initial
understanding of the operational impacts of the RPI upon the highway network in and around Wellington
CBD.
This section presents an overview of the model outputs produced by the project Aimsun model (N2AM).
Modelling has been carried out for the Do Minimum and RPI option in the 2026 forecast year, using the
‘medium growth, trend’ scenario. Growth between the base and Do Minimum / RPI has been derived from
the relevant regional model runs and (in the case of the RPI) takes into account the demand response
associated with the RPI resulting from PT improvements and pricing.
This section is structured as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Model Background;
Scenarios;
Demand Matrices;
Peak Spreading;
Aimsun Outputs

9.1 Model Background
N2AM is an Aimsun highway assignment model developed for the LGWM project. N2AM has three layers of
model assignment which are as follows:
•

•

•

Static-model – This provides a simple assignment of the two hour peak periods and is primarily used to
provide initial OD paths to the meso model layer.
o For this phase of assessment, the static layer has been run for path generation only and has not
been reported on.
Meso-model – This layer carries out a dynamic user equilibrium (DUE) assignment of the four hour
periods across 15 minute time slices.
o All Aimsun modelling presented in this report has been undertaken using the meso model
Hybrid-model – This layer carries out a hybrid simulation of the same four hour period and time slices as
the meso layer. The hybrid model consists of a central micro-simulation area with the remainder of the
model being meso simulated. As the micro area simulates individual vehicles, a more detailed
representation of the network is provided.
o This model layer has not been utilised in the current assessment phase.

The N2AM network covers the Wellington CBD and includes all major network features south of the
Ngauranga interchange. The model network is shown in Figure 28 below, the green shaded area indicating
the hybrid micro-simulation area.
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Figure 28: N2A Model Geographic Extent
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9.2 Scenarios
The Do Minimum and two versions of the RPI option (both with and without the inclusion of pricing) have
been modelled in N2AM.
The definition of the Do Minimum and RPI are as outlined earlier in this document. For the purpose of
modelling and representing the options in the Aimsun model, a range of network tweaks and optimisation
have been included to ensure realistic outputs are produced.
These model tweaks and optimisations include:
•

Signal network optimisation carried out to ensure efficient network operation. As both the network
layout and demand matrix vary, signal optimisation was essential to allow the model to run and produce
reasonable results.

•

LRT and supporting bus network have been coded into N2AM as per the RPI option. The LRT vehicles
themselves are assumed to be 33m in total length.

•

As the core RPI option includes a pricing cordon, a toll parameter has been added into the model cost
functions. This is implemented in the volume delay functions of the Static layer and both the initial and
dynamic cost functions of the meso layer. The Section parameter “user defined cost 3” was used to store
the section toll cost which is input via an attribute override.

•

Initial runs of the RPI option indicated weaving issues associated with the fourth southbound traffic lane
between Ngauranga and Aotea. These weaving issues were a function of the simplified look ahead
calculation utilised at the meso model level, rather than indicative of an issue with the option. Microsimulation undertakes a much more sophisticated weaving simulation, where vehicles are allowed to
change lanes throughout a road section, rather than just at the turns between sections. A microsimulation area has been included around the Aotea off ramp to resolve this modelling weaving issue.

•

Additional Capacity has been added to the one way side roads between Lambton Quay and the
Waterfront. The RPI option results in reduced car access for these movements (particularly from the
Lambton Quay side) and thus vehicles are now required to utilise these side roads. This issue may not
eventuate in reality as it is more likely motorists would simply choose to park elsewhere.

•

High Occupancy Vehicles (HOVs) have been added to the model to make use of the HOV lanes included in
the RPI options. The HOV vehicle is based on the car vehicle but with the allowance to make use of HOV
lanes. The HOV demand matrix has been created by splitting the car matrix into 20% HOV and 80% single
occupancy vehicles, based upon historic surveys. The 20% HOV is an initial assumption which could be
fine-tuned at a later stage in the project.

The RPI option has been modelled both with and without a pricing component included in the model. These
are referred to in this section as RPI (RPI option with pricing) and RPI-NP (RPI option without pricing). The Do
Minimum is referred to as DMT.
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9.3 Peak Spreading
N2AM includes a peak spreading/contraction module where traffic release profiles are allowed to change in
response to changing travel costs. An example of peak contraction is where additional capacity is added into
the network, reducing travel delays and allowing commuters to leave for work later while arriving at the same
time. The converse example of this is where increased congestion through increased traffic demands result in
increased travel times. For a commuter to arrive at their work destination on time, they would need to leave
for work earlier and thus spreading the peak.
The peak spreading methodology has been applied to the AM and PM periods of both the Do Minimum and
RPI scenarios.

9.4 Model Outputs
The following model outputs are included in this section:
•

High level network statistics;

•

Travel Time and Variability

•

Density Network Plots

It should be noted that the results should at this stage be interpreted as ‘indicative’ and provide an initial
assessment of RPI performance, with the intention being that this assessment be used during subsequent
stages of the investigation to optimise and refine the RPI and economic evaluation.
9.4.1 High level network statistics
Figure 29 compares the overall network flow by time slice over the AM peak period between the do minimum
and RPI options.
It shows that RPI-NP carries the most traffic, reflecting the increased roading infrastructure this option
provides. The RPI included carries the least traffic, a result of the pricing component discouraging through car
trips into the CBD combined with modal shift from car to PT resulting in lower overall demand to the CBD.

Figure 29: AM Period Network Flow Comparison
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Figure 30 compares the network delay time across the do minimum and options for the AM peak period.
RPI-NP shows the least delays from the start of the model period until 7:15, due to more of the network being
initially accessible due to not having pricing constraints in the CBD (compared to RPI).
However the RPI-NP also has the most car trips so the network delays, with delays increasing between 7.15am
and the ‘peak of the peak’ before settling in-line with the RPI option at the end of the period.
RPI shows 10% / 15% less network delay during the peak of the peak compared to the Do Minimum, a direct
result of lower levels of demand. There is a much less difference between the time periods that have the least
and most delays for RPI compared to RPI-NP and the Do Minimum.

Figure 30 AM Period Network Delay Comparison

Figure 31 shows the network total travel time across the AM peak time slices for the do minimum and RPI
options. The Do Minimum and RPI-NP option both show similar total travel time up until 8:15; beyond 8:15,
travel times in RPI-NP increase and remain higher (relative to the Do Minimum) over the remainder of the
time period.
RPI shows the lowest total network travel times over the whole model period, with the difference between
RPI and RPI-NP / DMT increasing steadily from 6am to around 10%/15% at 8am, with this difference
remaining for the rest of the time period.
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Figure 31: AM Period Network Total Travel Time Comparison

Figure 32 compares the total distance travelled across the AM peak between the do minimum and options.
RPI shows the least distance travelled, closely followed by the do minimum option. RPI-NP shows the most
distance travelled, reflecting the larger trip matrix compared to the RPI.
Distance travelled is broadly similar between DMT and RPI; whilst further work is required during the next
stage of investigations, this is likely to be due to the fact that whilst there is less demand in the RPI (compared
to DMT), pricing and mass transit related interventions will result in some people making longer journeys due
to changes in accessibility to certain areas within the CBD.

Figure 32: AM Period Network Total Travelled Distance Comparison
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9.4.2 Travel Time and Reliability
Figure 33 shows the mean and standard deviation of travel times inbound from Johnsonville to Willis Street in
the AM peak. Whilst RPI shows slightly quicker travel times over RPI-NP, reflecting the reduced traffic in the
pricing scenario, the roading infrastructure investment results in both RPI options show significant travel time
and variability reductions compared to the do minimum.

Figure 33: AM Peak Johnsonville to Willis Street Travel Times

Figure 34 shows the same travel time metrics for the AM peak journey from the Airport to Willis Street. The
RPI options show slightly reduced mean travel times but increased variability. This variability is due to the
HOV lanes provided on this route; these HOV vehicles travel considerably faster (and hence reduce the lower
end of the range) but travel times remain relatively unchanged for other non-HOV vehicles.
This is something that will be investigated further during subsequent stages of the investigation; the optimum
outcome from HoV lanes would be that they promote behavioural change and all users benefit in terms of
more reliable travel times (but HoV lane users gain more benefits than non-HoV lane users)

Figure 34: AM Peak Airport to Willis Street Travel Times
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Table 7 shows the Coefficient of Variation (CV) across the do minimum and options over the model peak
periods, with the CV is calculated by dividing the travel time standard deviation of a route by the mean travel
time.
It should be specifically noted that this is an area where little detailed optimisation has been undertaken;
during the next stage, travel time variability will be understood in significantly greater detail and there will be
a focus on optimising the RPI to deliver reduced travel time variability across all routes.
Looking at the results below, the options show a better CV value than the Do Minimum, indicating that the
options provide a more reliable journey. A notable exception to this trend is the Airport to Willis Street route
where, as noted above, travel times are more variable due to the HOV lanes.
Table 7: Coefficient of Variation Model Outputs

Route
Johnsonville to Willis
Willis to Airport
Island Bay to Basin
Karori to City
Airport to Willis
Willis to Johnsonville
City to Karori

AM
0.17
0.07
0.08
0.09
0.18
0.06
0.01

DMT
IP
0.06
0.07
0.08
0.07
0.11
0.05
0.07

Coefficient of Variation (CV)
RPI Toll
RPI NoToll
PM AM
IP
PM AM
IP
PM
0.11 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.07 0.07 0.06
0.11 0.07 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.06 0.13
0.08 0.07 0.05
0.15 0.09 0.10
0.09 0.07 0.07 0.05 0.06 0.12 0.09
0.14 0.27 0.09 0.28 0.25 0.10 0.22
0.45 0.05 0.05 0.13 0.05 0.05 0.33
0.09 0.07 0.07 0.08 0.07 0.08 0.08

9.4.3 Network Density
Figure 35 compares the network density – a proxy for congestion - between the do minimum and RPI options
over the AM peak timeslices.
As with the other network metrics, the RPI shows the best network performance due to reduced car trips
within this option. RPI-NP shows a slightly better network density than the Do Minimum for the first half of
the AM period, but shows degraded performance beyond 8:15.

Figure 35: AM Peak Network Density Comparison
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Figure 36, Figure 37 and Figure 38 show aggregated network density plots between 8:00 and 9:00 for the Do
minimum, RPI and RPI-NP respectively. As indicated by the previous metrics, the model period between 8:00
and 9:00 shows more variation than the earlier periods. These network density plots show:
•

The do minimum shows congestion on the SH sections exiting terrace tunnel, exiting Mt Victoria tunnel
and on the Wellington Inner City Bypass.

•

RPI shows reduced congestion on SH1 but more pressure on the new Basin reserve layout. Increased
congestion around the edges of the CBD in general due to how the pricing has been implemented in the
model

•

RPI-NP shows increase congestion within the CBD. Taranaki Street in particular shows a higher density of
traffic, reflecting the LRT conflicts and reduced car capacity this road provides under the RPI. As with the
RPI, the basin configuration is under pressure due to the reduced circulating capacity. The waterfront also
shows increased congestion under this option due to a 50% reduction in capacity due to LRT

Figure 36: DMT 8:00-9:00 Average Density Network Plot
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Figure 37: RPI wPricing 8:00-9:00 Average Density Network Plot

Figure 38: RPI No Pricing 8:00-9:00 Average Density Network Plot
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10 Limitations
The modelling work to date has been pragmatic and appropriate for a programme business case. This section
outlines some of the limitations with the approach taken at this stage, with suggested improvements for
future stages of the investigations.

10.1 Future scenarios
The RPI has been assessed using a range of different inputs relating to population / employment growth and
likely future modal preferences, to understand the different future outcomes that could eventuate.
These future outcomes have themselves been expressed as ranges, to account for uncertainty relating to
many factors such as scheme design, LRT operating characteristics, growth projections.
Whilst subsequent stages of the investigation are unlikely to significantly change the range within which
outcomes are likely to sit, the analysis should help narrow down where within the range the benefits and
impacts and likely to sit and what such an outcome is dependent upon.

10.2 Alternative scenarios
Whilst the RPI has been assessed against the range of scenarios outlined above, the majority of the more
detailed assessment for the PBC has focussed upon a central case that assumed ‘medium, trend growth’.
During the next phase of investigations, whilst more detailed analysis will be undertaken looking at the
performance of the RPI under the ‘medium, trend growth’ scenarios, it is proposed that the RPI be tested and
assessed in more detail using the alternative scenarios: “higher growth- redistributed” land use and the
“balanced” set of model parameters.

10.3 Travel time reliability
Travel time reliability has been estimated for the purpose of the PBC assessment as follows:
•
•

WTSM – qualitative estimate (2026, 2036) based upon improvements in travel time
AIMSUN – quantitative assessment (2026) comparing RPI against Do Minimum

The AIMSUN assessment showed that the RPI broadly improved travel time reliability, although for a number
of routes travel time reliability either worsened or did not improve to the extent that might be expected given
the size of the interventions.
During the next stage of investigations, further work will be undertaken to better understand differences in
travel time reliability between the Do Minimum and RPI (or variants thereof) and optimise / refine the options
accordingly based upon the outcome of these investigations.

10.4 Option refinement
To date the interventions have been designed to a very high level, requiring the modelling team to make
assumptions about details (signal timings, lane allocation, etc) in order to implement in AIMSUN and WTSM.
Whilst this approach is entirely appropriate for a PBC, during the next stage of investigations more detailed
design will be required to inform the modelling, and similarly the modelling work will be used to inform the
detailed design.
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10.5 LRT design speeds
It has been assumed that LRT would operate at speeds approaching 50kph, be fully segregated and have full
signal pre-emption along its entire route, resulting in an end to end journey time of 20 minutes between
Wellington Airport and Wellington Station, equating to a 30kph average travel speed (including stops).
During the next stage of investigations, work will be required to understand:
•
•
•

Whether a 30kph operational speed is realistic, what this would look like and the trade-offs required
Design and model LRT in further detail to understand intersection designs, optimise LRT to provide full
priority at signals and understand impacts on general traffic, pedestrians and cyclists
Use AIMSUN model to understand likely LRT operational speeds, feedback speeds and changes in highway
generalised costs to strategic model to optimise demand estimates for LRT

10.6 Transfers, modal constants, PT reliability
For the purpose of modelling and assessing the RPI it has been assumed that the PT improvements – rail to
the north, bus / BRT to the northern suburbs, LRT to the southern / eastern suburbs, improvements along
Golden Mile, targeted improvements at other locations across the network, increased service frequencies
across rest of network – will deliver a step change in public transport attractiveness and consequently
generate a significant patronage uplift.
Whilst some of these improvements are captured in the model by means of improved travel times, the
‘softer’ enhancements such as improved interchange facilities, improved vehicle quality, improved waiting
facilities and (to a certain extent) improved reliability / reduced crowding are captured by changing some of
the modal constants / preference factors as people will ‘perceive’, for example, 10 minutes spent on a fast,
smooth, uncrowded, reliable LRT vehicle as being less than 10 minutes on a slow, unreliable, crowded bus.
For the PBC assessment, these perception factors, which vary by mode (bus, rail, LRT) and attribute (in-vehicle
time, walk time, wait time, interchange penalties), have been taken from the ranges use in projects elsewhere
in the world. This approach is considered appropriate for a PBC
During the next stage of investigation, it is recommended that stated or revealed preference surveys be
undertaken once further details are known about interchange facilities, LRT travel speeds / vehicle
characteristics and other design factors, to obtain empirical evidence from Wellington regarding how people
might perceive and thus respond to some of the proposed changes and feed this information into the
modelling and assessment.
Further research is also proposed in relation to how people value reliability and crowding, to ensure that the
perceived benefits of improved reliability and reduced crowding are captured during the assessment.

10.7 Airport modelling
WTSM represents Airport related demand in a relatively coarse manner:
•
•
•
•

No modelling of taxi trips
Partially accounts for higher values of time for airport users
Does not account for higher vehicle occupancies for trips to / from the Airport compared to other origins
and destinations
From previous experience, airport demand has a very in-elastic response to significant PT investment
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For modelling and assessment undertaken at the PBC stage, it has been assumed that high quality LRT that is
competitive compared to taking a taxi (single use or shared occupancy) could increase PT mode share to /
from Wellington Airport at peak times to around 35% to 35%, equivalent to 400 to 500 people over than 7am
to 9am peak period (travelling from the Airport) and a similar number in the corresponding PM peak return
direction.
It is recognised that this current approach is a limitation and it is proposed that a separate Airport sub-model
be developed during the next phase of investigations too better understand the range within which Airport PT
passenger demand might sit and the dependencies upon which this is based.

10.8 HoV Lanes and taxis
High occupancy vehicles lanes are proposed in the PBC for a number of key arterials – Thorndon Quay / Hutt
Road and Mt Victoria Tunnel.
Currently high occupancy vehicle lanes are modelled as follows:
•

•

WTSM – based upon historic surveys, it is assumed that 30% of vehicles could be permitted to use HoV
lanes; this was represented in the model by increasing the capacity on the links in question by a factor of
1.3 to represent the impact that HoV lanes would have on corridor capacity
AIMSUN – based upon historic surveys, a high occupancy vehicle matrix was split from the overall matrix
(at a global level) and assigned to the mode, with HoVs using the Mt Victoria Tunnel and Thorndon Quay /
Hutt Road HoV lanes depending on congestion

Taxis account for a significant proportion of trips along Ruahine Street (10% to 15%) and round the bays (over
30% at times) during the AM peak period, inbound, with lesser but still significant proportions on this part f
the network at other times of the dat.
At present the modelling system does not have the ability to model this user class – it is lumped in with
employer’s business and WTSM and not modelled as a separate user class in AIMSUN.
Given that taxis account for such a significant proportion of traffic to / from Wellington Airport and contribute
towards congestion at peak times, it is recommended that the ability of the modelling system to represent
taxis / HoV and understand the impact that the RPI might have on taxi trips be investigated in further detail.

10.9 CBD trips, delays and network optimisation
At an early stage in the investigations, it was clear that the private vehicle interventions were providing
benefits to people going to the CBD but dis-benefits for trips within the CBD.
Upon further investigation the project team found the following:
•

•
•
•

Intra-CBD car trips are over-represented in the base year (and forecast versions) of WTSM, a function of
shorter distance (primarily non-home based trips) being assigned as private car trips instead of walking
trips, and stems from the underlying relationships in the model that date from 2001
This is a known issue and has been verified by comparing WTSM HBW AM peak trips against Census JTW
data – the Census shows 700 journey to work car trips within the CBD whereas WTSM shows over 2,000
Based upon this analysis, intra-CBD car trips are likely to be significantly over-represented, resulting in
congestion being generated that is not ‘real’
WTSM also models trips to their ‘final’ destination in the CBD as opposed to their destination car park
(with a final leg on foot to a place of work); because trip productions and attractions are relatively fixed
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(i.e. the model will not shift a trip destination from one zone to an adjacent zone to avoid congestion), it
will tend to over-estimate the congestion impacts caused by changes in local street connectivity. In reality
people will often change their car park location when parking locations move or become less accessible,
meaning that the dis-benefits we are seeing in the model are to a certain extent not ‘real’
Based upon this information, the project team took the pragmatic approach of assuming that only 25% of disbenefits associated with intra-CBD trips are ‘real’.
This pragmatic approach is considered appropriate for a PBC, however additional work will be required during
subsequent phases of the investigations to further optimise and understand the potential operation of the
network within the CBD under the RPI and impacts that might have to be considered and mitigated.
It is proposed that this work will involve a number of components:
•
•

•

More detailed work looking at the performance of the RPI within the Wellington CBD to better
understand the causes of apparent dis-benefits / delays and the extent to which they are ‘real’
Depending on the findings of the first component of work, develop a methodology to re-allocate the
destination (car park) of a proportion of affected trips in the CBD to adjust for the fact that if a particular
car park became less accessible as a result of the interventions then a possible response would be c
change to different car park (something that the modelling system cannot currently represent ad would
therefore have to be undertaken manually)
More detailed work, including data collection, to better understand the number and nature of trips within
Wellington CBD

10.10 Pricing and willingness to pay
For the purpose of representing pricing in the RPI, a $5 inner cordon charge has been assumed, resulting in a
modelled response showing a 15% to 20% reduction in vehicles crossing the CBD cordon in the AM peak and a
20% to 25% reduction in car trips to the CBD.
This response is based upon people’s willingness to pay the charge (or not) and the resulting behavioural
response. Whilst at a high level the modelled outcome appears plausible, additional work is required –
involving stated / revealed preference surveys and market segmentation – is required to understand the
willingness to pay of people within the Wellington region and determine whether the modelled response to a
set charge (currently $5) is reasonable.
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11 Overall summary
This report has presented the modelling approach and outputs for the assessment of the LGWM
Recommended Programme of Investment (RPI).

11.1 Modelling approach
The purpose of the modelling work is threefold:
•
•
•

to inform the assessment of the RPI that is presented in the Programme Business Case
inform stakeholders regarding the likely impact that the RPI could have in terms changes in traffic
volumes, PT patronage, emissions, VKT
identify areas where additional work is required during subsequent stages of the investigations

The modelling approach has been purposefully high level for a number of reasons:
•
•

•

there is little details regarding the interventions that have been modelled – most have been developed to
a conceptual level, with assumptions made to translate and represent in the modelling system
the strategic modelling tools – WTSM and WPTM – have been primarily used for the assessment; these
tools have a coarse representation of the zone system, simplified representation of the highway and PT
networks (including limited representation of intersection delays) and represent an average two hour
period
the future is uncertain and outcomes depend on a number of factors such as population growth,
technological change, economic conditions and behavioural response to new infrastructure / modes /
technologies

Therefore at this PBC stage, the results should be interpreted as a range as opposed to exact numbers, with
the modelling giving an indication of the likely direction / scale of change instead of absolute numbers.
This approach is considered appropriate for a PBC level assessment.

11.2 Dealing with uncertainty
Future outcomes are uncertain, and are dependent upon a number of factors such as population growth,
technological change, economic conditions and behavioural responses to new infrastructure / modes /
technologies.
To account for uncertainty at this PBC stage, the approach taken has been as follows:
•
•

•

•

Develop a medium growth population and employment scenario, essentially based upon Statistics NZ
medium growth projections
Develop an alternative higher-growth – redistributed population and employment scenario that assumes
o growth towards the higher end of the Statistics NZ forecasts - effectively a similar distribution to
medium growth scenario but growth occurs at a faster rate
o re-distribution of population / employment growth due to the mass transit investment, resulting
in higher population growth rates along mass transit spine compared to elsewhere in the region
Develop a ‘trend’ behavioural scenario that adjusts model parameters to reflect an outcome where there
is no growth in car trips to Wellington CBD in the AM peak and all net-growth in trips to the CBD during
the AM peak can be attributed to PT and active modes
Develop a ‘balanced’ behavioural scenario that reflects an outcome where there is growth in both car and
PT trips to the CBD during the AM peak
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From these scenarios, the following tests were developed:
•
•

Core test – medium, trend growth
Alternative tests
o High growth-distributed, trend growth
o Medium, balanced growth
o High growth-distributed, balanced growth

This outcome based approach is considered appropriate for a PBC level assessment, with further more
detailed testing recommended for any subsequent stages of the investigations.
With the trend growth scenario in particular, the development was focussed on achieving a particular
outcome for Wellington CBD and changes to model parameters have been implemented for this particular
reason to achieve such an outcome. For example, WTSM is a demand model and the reason that there has
been no increase in car trips to the CBD in recent years at peak times could be partly due to upstream,
bottlenecks restricting traffic volumes into the CBD at peak times. The specific purpose of this scenario and
the adjustments to model parameters should be taken into account if interpreting and using results outside of
Wellington city and CBD.

11.3 Core scenario - medium trend growth
Comparing 2013 vs 2036, the medium trend growth RPI delivers the following:
•

•
•
•
•

•

•

A 20% reduction in car trips crossing the CBD cordon in the AM peak, a result in the inner cordon charge,
and a corresponding decrease in VKT within the CBD and a smaller but significant decreases in CBD across
Wellington City and the region as a whole
a 50% to 60% increase in PT trips to the CBD at peak times, with the increase nearer 100% from the
southern and eastern suburbs, driven by mass transit
an increase in PT capacity to the CBD of between 60% and 80%, resulting in a system that can
accommodate increased patronage with headroom for additional growth
PT mode share to the central city in the AM peak is forecast to increase from 34% to 466%, with vehicle
mode share decreasing from 50% to 35%
The number of cycle trips to the CBD at peak times could increase by 300%, whilst pedestrian cordon
crossings could also increase by 150%, the result of an integrated cycle network, improved pedestrian
amenity and connectivity and residential intensification in Wellington’s inner suburbs
Mass transit (assumed to be LRT for the purpose of modelling) could generate a peak load of 5,200 over
the AM peak two-hour period; demand would be split broadly 50:50 between the Newtown corridor and
the eastern suburbs (including the Airport), with around 50% of passengers transferring to LRT from
feeder bus services
In broad terms, the RPI improves highway levels of service and reduces delays, particularly in Wellington
City

11.4 Alternative growth scenarios
In summary, modelling work suggests that alternative future scenarios could change the RPI outcomes
(compared to the medium growth RPI) as follows:
•

forecast regional PT trips could vary by +/- 10%
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•
•

•
•
•

highway cordon crossing volumes in the AM peak could be 10% to 15% greater than forecast in the RPI,
but still lower than the 2013 base
changes in VKT could be as follows
o 10% to 25% reduction within Wellington CBD
o 5% reduction to 10% increase in VKT within Wellington City
o Small increase to 20% increase in VKT within Wellington Region
Depending on the alternative future scenario, forecast LRT patronage could vary by +/- 20%
Improvements in highway travel times and reliability, whilst not as significant as for the medium, trend
RPI, would still deliver benefits compared to current travel times and reliability
PT trips to the CBD in the AM peak are forecast to increase by between 70% (medium, balanced) and
100% (high, trend)

11.5 Pricing
Analysis presented in this report shows that pricing makes a significant contribution towards reducing VKT,
reducing car trips to the CBD and increasing PT mode share. In isolation and without pricing, the PT
improvements delivered by the RPI would only generate 30% to 40% of the forecast increase in PT trips that
the RPI including pricing is forecast to generate.

11.6 AIMSUN Modelling
AIMSUN modelling was used to provide additional detail regarding the performance of the RPI within the
CBD, accepting that more detailing work, including optimisation of the RPI, will be undertaken during
subsequent stages of the project.
The main conclusions from this work were as follows:
•
•
•

10% to 15% lower network delay in the peak of the peak for the RPI relative to Do minimum, a result of
decreased traffic volumes
Improved travel times and travel time reliability between Johnsonville and Willis Street (Terrace Tunnel)
whilst initial results show less variable travel times on most routes, further work is needed to optimise
selected routes and verify these initial findings

11.7 Limitations
Whilst appropriate for a PBC stage assessment, there are a number of limitations relating to the modelling
work that it is recommended be addressed during subsequent stages of the investigation, through more
detailed modelled (informed by more detailed scheme designs) and additional data collection:
•

•

•

Alternative future scenarios – a wider range of future scenarios should be tested to determine how
different future scenarios might affect outcomes and develop a package of investment that has the
flexibility to change and adapt to future changes
Modelling of Airport passenger trips – improvements are required to better represent travel choice,
forecast demand and understand conditions required to generate significant modal shift for Airport
related trips
Transfers, modal constants and PT reliability – assumptions have been made relating to the attractiveness
of new modes, based upon international best practice and assumptions about PT reliability, vehicle
standards, degree of segregation provided to PT and quality of interchanges; it is suggested that when
further details are known about mass transit characteristics, these assumptions should be refined and
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•

•

•
•

also tested via stated / revealed preference surveys to understand how the Wellington public might
responds to different levels of new infrastructure
Mass transit specifications – for the purpose of modelling we have assumed 30kph speeds and LRT; once
further details regarding the mode and levels of segregation have been developed, likely mass transit
speeds can be refined and fed back into the model and the impact that mass transit could have on general
traffic can be understood in more detail, with mitigation developed accordingly
HoV lanes – high level estimates of HoV lane demand have been used for the PBC assessment; once
further details about the HoV lanes are developed (i.e what is an HoV, time of operation), further data
collection can be undertaken to inform more detailed modelling
CBD trips and delays – further work is required to better understand the operation of the Wellington CBD
traffic network under the RPI and to identify whether delays forecast by the model are likely to be ‘real;
Pricing and willingness to pay -a $5 cordon charge has currently been assumed that the modelling
forecasts will generate a 15% to 20% reduction in demand to / through Wellington CBD at peak times;
additional work is required to verify the model response and also understand the willingness to pay of
different user segments, in order to develop a better understand of the likely impacts of pricing
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Addendum: Indicative Package
Modelling
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1.

Context

1.1

Overview

The ‘RPI Modelling Report’ documents the modelling work that was undertaken in October 2018 to inform the
Let’s Get Wellington Moving Programme Business Case (PBC).
Subsequent further discussions relating to funding and stakeholder priorities culminated in the
announcement of an Indicative Package of Investment on May 16th 2019, with additional details to be
confirmed through a number of detailed business cases (DBCs) that will be commissioned.
This addendum to the ‘RPI Modelling Report’ provides a high level modelling assessment of the Indicative
Package, focussing on some of the key metrics and performance indicators.
It should be noted that this assessment has been undertaken to a lower level of detail than the assessment of
the RPI (which itself was purposefully high level) and is based upon a broad range of assumptions that will be
tested and revised during the next stage of investigations.
All modelling has used the Wellington Transport Strategy Model (WTSM) which is a strategic modelling tool
developed using the industry standard Emme modelling platform.
Being a strategic model, the main purpose of the outputs are to inform high level analysis and assess the
relative differences between options as opposed to absolute numbers.
The interpretation of model outputs in this addendum focusses on the relative difference between the Base,
Do Minimum and Options as opposed to absolute differences.
This addendum summarises results from model runs to assess the performance of the Indicative Package,
both on its own and relative to the RPI
The core model runs undertaken were as follows:
•
•
•
•

Base
Do Min: Do Minimum (2036 Trend)
RPI: RPI including cordon charge
Indicative Package: Indicative package including CBD parking levy

1.2

Components of RPI and Indicative Package

Table 1 summarises the components of the RPI and Indicative Package.
Table 1 Components of RPI and Indicative Package
Component
Walking and cycling improvements
Mass transit (LRT) to Airport
PT improvements to North – RS1, Hutt Road bus lanes
PT improvements through CBD – Golden Mile
Ngauranga to Aotea Quay 4th lane
Terrace Tunnel Duplication
Te Aro trench
Basin Reserve
Mt Victoria Tunnel duplication
Pricing – cordon charge

RPI

Indicative package
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Pricing – parking levy

1.3

Pricing

In terms of pricing, the following has been assumed:
•
•

RPI - a nominal $5 cordon charge has been applied (in 2036)
Indicative Package - a nominal additional $5 charge has been applied to all parking (on street and off
street) in Wellington CBD (in 2036)

For this initial, high level analysis of the LGWM programme, an ‘outcome’ based approach to pricing has been
taken, with the dollar values calibrated to achieve an approximate 20% reduction in cordon crossing volumes
and approximate 20% to 25% reduction in VKT within Wellington CBD at peak times. This is consistent for
both the RPI and the Indicative Package – it therefore makes the implicit assumption that both approaches to
pricing are effective.
Further work will need to be undertaken during subsequent stages of the project to better understand
people’s willingness to pay and their likely response to whichever pricing regime is pursued.

1.4

Output metrics

The following high level WTSM metrics, expressed relative to the base, are produced:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Annual regional car trips
Annual regional PT trips
PT mode share
Car trips to CBD (AM)
Car mode share to CBD
Car veh km
Car veh time
PT pax km

Additional analysis to inform KPI assessment and improve understanding of impacts of the indicative package
has been undertaken using the following metrics:
•
•
•
•
•

1.5

Wellington CBD cordon crossing volumes – car and PT, AM peak, inbound
Highway travel times for selected routes
Catchment analysis to understand % of population within specified time bands of key destinations by car
and PT
VKT to / from / within Wellington CBD (and emissions)
System occupancy – ratio of people to vehicles crossing CBD cordon

Limitations

This analysis, undertaken in the regional strategic model, is purposefully high level and indicative at this stage
given:
•
•

the number of assumptions that have had to be made relating to both mass transit and the highway
components
the relatively coarse manner with which WTSM represents the highway & PT networks / demand

The modelling is likely to underestimate the following:
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•
•
•

congestion and dis-benefits associated with road-space reallocation to mass transit and other modes
congestion on the local road network
benefits of removing congestion and improving travel time reliability

It is important that the results are considered in the light of these limitations and the fact that the assessment
is still at a PBC level where details are intentionally high level. Results should be taken as indicative at this
stage, with further analysis required during the next DBC stage to further expand on the analysis.

2.

Model outputs

2.1

High level model metrics

Table 2 summarises the WTSM metrics, with the change expressed relative to the 2013 Base
Table 2 WTSM metrics, AM Peak (2036 relative to 2013)
% difference relative to Base 2013
Base (2013)

Do Min
(2036)

RPI (2036)

IP (2036)

Car Trips
PT Trips
Car Trips to CBD
PT Trips to CBD
Car veh km
Car veh hr
PT pax km

165,000
32,000
28,000
18,000
1,422,000
33,000
512,000

12%
36%
3%
48%
8%
9%
42%

7%
64%
-20%
87%
4%
-3%
70%

8%
69%
-21%
98%
2%
-3%
76%

Car Mode Share to CBD
PT Mode Share to CBD
Car speed (km/h)

61%
39%
43

-9%
9%
-1%

-21%
21%
7%

-23%
23%
6%

Table 2 shows the following:
•
•
•
•

The Do Minimum results in a 50% increase in PT trips to Wellington CBD, a 12% increase in car trips across
the region (only 3% to CBD) and a 1% reduction in average highway network speed
In the Do Minimum, PT mode share to the CBD is forecast to increase by 9 percentage points (i.e. from 39%
to 48%)
The RPI (with cordon charge) forecasts that car trips to the Wellington CBD will decrease by 20%, PT trips
to the CBD could increase by nearly 90%, PT mode share to Wellington CBD increases by 20 percentage
points and average highway network speed increase by 7%
The indicative package shows a higher shift to public transport indicating that additional PT capacity will be
required – particularly on the corridor to the north.

In summary, the Indicative Package (with parking levy) results in a similar level of change to the RPI in relation
to PT trips / PT mode share to Wellington CBD and average car network speeds. As stated above, this is based
on the assumption that the parking levy is able to deliver a similarly positive effect on traffic reduction to a
cordon charge – critical to the success of the programme.
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2.2

State highway and local road travel times

Table 3 shows the percentage change in travel times in the AM peak between the Do Minimum, RPI and
Indicative Package, relative to the base.
Table 3 Percentage change in highway travel times between Do Minimum and RPI / IP, relative to Base, AM
peak
% difference relative to 2013
RPI
Do Min (2036)
IP (2036)
(2036)
8%
-24%
-14%
12%
-16%
-8%
11%
-2%
-4%
3%
-13%
5%
15%
-11%
4%

Johnsonville to Terrace Tunnel (Willis St)
Airport to Terrace Tunnel
Island Bay to City
Karori to City
JVL to Newtown via Hutt Road, Waterfront
It shows the following:
•
•
•

eastbound and westbound state highway travel times worsen by 8% to 12% between the base and Do
Minimum
the RPI (with cordon charge) reduces eastbound and westbound travel times by between 16% and 24%,
whilst the indicative package delivers a smaller reduction of between 8% and 14%
Looking at local roads:
• The Do Minimum results in a 3% and 15% increase in travel times
• The RPI (with cordon charge) would deliver a 5% to 10% reduction in travel times
• The indicative package (with parking levy) would deliver a smaller improvement in local road travel
times of up to 5%

Whilst these outputs should be taken as indicative given the limitations of the strategic model (outlined
previously), they provide a broad indication of the likely impact of the RPI and indicative package on travel
times and (by implication) travel time reliability.
In summary, whilst it does not perform as well as the RPI, the indicative package (with parking levy) does still
deliver modest state highway and local road travel time (and travel time reliability) improvements. This is a
reflection of the parking charge assumption and the significant shift to public transport. It also assumes a
degree of network optimisation within the CBD.

2.3

Cordon crossing volumes – PT and cars

Table 4 and Table 5 below show the increase in PT and car (vehicle) cordon crossing volumes by mode and
origin for the AM peak, with the RPI and indicative package expressed relative to the Base. In combination, PT
and car cordon crossing volumes provide a high level indication of modal shift.
Table 4 AM peak (7am to 9am) PT cordon crossing volumes by mode and area of origin, 2036
Area of Origin

Do Min (2036)

RPI (2036)

IP (2036)

North - Rail
North - Bus
West
South - Bus / LRT
Total

54%
16%
41%
41%
45%

72%
73%
90%
92%
78%

82%
85%
90%
93%
85%
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Table 5 AM peak (7am to 9am) Car cordon crossing volumes by mode and area of origin, 2036
% difference relative to Base 2013
Area of Origin
North
West
South
Total

Do Min (2036)
-1%
-2%
2%
0%

RPI (2036)

IP (2036)
-18%
-19%
-12%
-16%

-18%
-17%
-12%
-16%

Looking at the forecast increase in rail patronage
•
•
•
•
•

the Do Minimum forecasts a 54% increase in AM peak arrivals into Wellington (compared to the Base), with
corresponding figures of 72% and 82% for the RPI (with cordon charge) and indicative package (with parking
levy) respectively.
Between 2013 and 2018 there has been a 20% to 25% increase in rail patronage, resulting in capacity
constraints on certain services during the peak of the peak
Regional Rail Plan RS1 improvements are designed to provide increased service frequencies and increased
peak time capacity by a further 35% to 30%.
Even with the improvements to be delivered by RS1, the model forecasts for the RPI and particularly the
indicative package suggest that additional rail capacity over and above what is committed to be delivered
as part of RS1 required will be required to enable the forecast patronage to be accommodated
Without additional capacity, the forecast level of growth and mode shift is unlikely to eventuate. If this is
not achievable, there will either be an increase in traffic congestion or a negative economic impact. Further
analysis of this will need to be undertaken as part of the DBCs.

Looking at Table 5 and focussing on high level differences between the RPI and indicative package:
•

•

The indicative package, either with or without a parking levy, delivers a slightly higher level of modal shift
than the RPI with respect to the Base
• IP + Parking Levy = 85% increase in PT cordon crossing volumes
• RPI + cordon charge = 78% increase in PT cordon crossing volumes
This is due to the fact that highway investment in the RPI – terrace tunnel, Te Aro trench – delivers travel
time improvements as well as reliability benefits, resulting in a smaller improvement in PT travel times
(relative to highway travel times) compared to the indicative package where there is a lower level of
highway investment

At a spatial level, the main driver of the increase in modal shift between the RPI and indicative package is an
increase in bus and rail patronage from the north (rail - 72% increase in RPI, 82% increase in indicative
package; bus – 73% increase in RPI, 85% increase in indicative package).
This difference in response between the RPI and indicative package is plausible for the following reasons:
•
•

the main infrastructure differences between the RPI and indicative package – N2AQ 4th lane, Terrace
Tunnel Duplication – would have primarily benefitted people in vehicles coming in from the north
without these components and accounting for the impact of a parking levy targeting vehicles heading to
the CBD, travelling by car to the CBD from the north will be less attractive in the indicative package (relative
to bus and rail) compared to the RPI, thus resulting in a higher level of modal shift in the indicative package
from the north
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•

based upon current observations, around 60% to 70% of people driving to destinations in Wellington CBD
arrive from the north and therefore the impact of a parking levy would be strongest in this area

In summary, whilst a cordon charge affects both ‘through trips’ and trips to Wellington CBD, a parking levy will
only affect people travelling to the CBD. Given that 60% to 70% of people travelling to the CBD come from the
north, it is reasonable to expect that 60% to 70% of people affected by a parking levy will come from the
north.

2.4

System occupancy

Table 5 below shows the change in system occupancy between the base, Do Minimum (2036), RPI and
Indicative Package assessments.
Table 5 System Occupancy (AM peak, 7am to 9am)

Base (2016)
Car Vehicles
Car Occupancy
Car People
PT Bus / BRT / LRT pax
PT All pax
PT Rail pax
PT Bus Vehicles
PT Rail Services
Pedestrians
Cyclists
Total people
Total vehicle
System occupancy

30,500
1.34
40,900
13,500
28,500
15,000
240
40
11000
1900
82300
30780
2.67

Do Min (2036)
30,600
1.35
41,000
16,300
37,800
21,600
179
29
12,100
3,800
94,700
30,800
3.07

RPI (2036)
25,300
1.35
33,900
20,900
44,600
23,800
179
29
13,200
5,700
97,400
25,500
3.82

IP (2036)
24,500
1.35
34,100
21,200
46,100
24,900
179
29
13,200
5,700
98,100
24,700
3.86

At a high level the analysis shows that there is a negligible difference between the RPI (with cordon) and
indicative package (with parking levy) in terms of system occupancy.

VKT and Emissions by area
The figures below shows VKT and emissions by area between the Base, Do Minimum (2036), RPI (with cordon
charge) and Indicative Package (with parking levy), indexed to the 2013 base year.
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Change in VKT and Emissions (tonnes CO2) by area, AM Peak, 2036

The figures show the following:
• VKT within Wellington CBD decreases marginally between the Base and Do Minimum, but increases slightly
across the rest of Wellington City and the Region
• Emissions decrease between the base and Do Minimum, largely a function of improved vehicle efficiency
• Focussing on the RPI and Indicative package
o At a Wellington City and regional level, both show similar outcomes in terms of change in VKT (5%
reduction for Wellington City, small increase for region as a whole) and the corresponding changes
in emissions
o For Wellington CBD, VKT decreases by 25% for the RPI but only 20% for the Indicative Package, a
result of increased traffic passing through Wellington CBD in the indicative package relative to the
RPI
Whilst minor differences have been identified between the performance of the RPI and Indicative Package, they
are not considered material.
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